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中⽂摘要 (Chinese Abstract)
近年來’社會企業’在臺灣越來越廣為⼈知且受歡迎。本篇研究的⽬的，在於
了解社會企業的起源與本質並針對臺灣的公益公司法草案探討以下兩個研究問
題: “臺灣公益公司法草案的制定是否符合社會企業的真正本質?”及”臺灣公益公
司法草案是否適合臺灣社會企業環境?”
為了達成本篇研究的⽬的，主要採⽤⽂獻分析法，並針對“臺灣社會企業⾏
動⽅案”、”臺灣公益公司法草案”、"社區利益公司法規”、"社會企業促進法”、"
德拉⽡州公益公司法”、"伊利諾依斯低利潤有限責任公司法”進⾏⽐較與分析。
從分析結果來看，公益公司法草案並不符合本研究所定義的社會企業本質。
此外，本研究在最後針對公益公司法草案的問題提出建議，希望可以幫助臺灣社
會企業未來的發展並擴⼤社會影響，創造更多社會價值。

關鍵字: 公益公司法草案、社會企業、臺灣社會企業⾏動⽅案、社區利益公司、
公益公司、低利潤有限責任公司
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Abstract
‘Social Enterprise’ has been more and more popular and well-known in Taiwan
in recent years. The purposes of this study are trying to understand the origin and
nature of social enterprise, and focusing on the draft of the Taiwanese benefit
corporation bill to explore the following two research questions, ‘Whether the content
of the draft of benefit corporation bill is in line with the nature of social enterprise or
not?’, and ‘Does the draft of benefit corporation bill suitable for the social enterprise
environment in Taiwan?’.
The method of document analysis was used majorly in this study to achieve the
research purposes, and aiming at the following legislation: ‘Taiwan Social Enterprise
Action Plan’, ‘The draft for discussion of benefit corporation bill’, ‘Community
Interest Company Regulations 2005’, ‘Social Enterprise Promotion Act’, ‘Public
Benefit Corporation law in the State of Delaware’, ‘Illinois Public Act 096-0126’ to
do the comparison and analysis.
According to the results from analyzing, the draft of benefit corporation bill does
not qualify the nature of social enterprise that defined in this research. Furthermore, at
the end of this study has proposed some suggestions aimed at the problems of the
draft of benefit corporation bill, and hope it can provide the assistance for the
development of Taiwanese social enterprises in the future, expanding the social
impact, and creating more and more social value.

Keywords: The draft of benefit corporation bill, Social Enterprise, Taiwan social
enterprise action plan, Community Interest Company, Benefit Corporation, L3C
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Chapter 1 Introduction
‘Social Enterprise’ has been more and more popular and well known in Taiwan in
recent years. International, it has been considered as the economic motor in the future
as well as a conceptual model of social responsibility (Harding, 2004; Ridley, 2007).
Social enterprise was first mentioned as a term in the report of the Organization
European Economic and Cooperation (OEEC) in 1994. It especially means those
organizations that use both the market and non-market resources to make the
low-technique workers back to the workplace (金錦萍, 2009). Even though the
concepts and definitions of social enterprise have already been debated repeatedly for
a long time, but it is still a lack of a consensus definition of social enterprise in the
International so far (Park, C., & Wilding, M., 2013; Ridley, 2007; 官有垣, 2007).
According to the results of the literature review in this study, the definitions and
relative legislation of the social enterprise in different countries were basically
formulated to solve either their economic or environmental problems. Take Europe
and America for instances, they are two of the important regions that both have been
thought of developing social innovation and entrepreneurship industry successfully in
the International. The concept of social enterprise in Europe has evolved generally to
1

aim on solving problems of chronic structural unemployment. In contrast, the
definition of social enterprise generally reflects a focus on earning income for the
organization which provides services typically thought of as being offered by a
nonprofit organization in the USA, such as an organization which provides free visual
inspection while selling cheap glasses to the low-income populations (Doeringer, M.
F., 2010). According to the different concepts and definitions, every country
developed different regulations to solve different problems and achieve their goals.
In order to provide more possibility of social innovation and entrepreneurship in
Taiwan, and mediate the ideal of non-for-profit organizations and the business model
of for-profit enterprise (社會企業行動方案). In 2013, there was a Taiwanese
non-government organization cooperated with an international law corporation,
LCS& Partners and those social entrepreneurs and investors with real experiences of
social enterprise operation and management for planning the draft of benefit
corporation bill (公益公司法草案)and the Ministry of Economic Affairs proposed the
draft to the Legislative Yuan in Taiwan for discussion and audit in the next year.
Furthermore, in 2014, the Ministry of Labor proposed the draft of social enterprise
development legislation (社會企業發展條例草案), and the Ministry of Economic
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Affairs also made a Social Enterprise Action Plan(社會企業行動方案) in the same
year.
Some of the terms and the content of the legislation in the draft of benefit
corporation bill were referred to the USA, the UK and South Korea; and the draft of
social enterprise development legislation was mainly referred to the UK. However,
Taiwan is an eastern country, both of the culture and environments are all different
with the western countries. Therefore, the first purpose of this study is to try to
understand the origin and nature of social enterprise and then developing history of
social enterprise in both eastern and western countries. Secondly, because of not able
to acquire the articles of the draft of social enterprise development regulation,
therefore, in this study will only focus on the draft of benefit corporation bill and
explore these two research questions: ‘Whether the content of the draft of benefit
corporation bill is in line with the nature of social enterprise or not?’, and ‘Does the
draft of benefit corporation bill suitable for the social enterprise environment in
Taiwan?’.
To achieve the purposes of this study, first of all, trying to explore the
developing background and history of social enterprise through reviewing a lot of
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Chinese and English literature and various of social enterprises related books and
articles. Moreover, focusing further on understanding the developmental background,
content and effects of the social enterprise legislation in the Europe, UK, USA and
South Korea that has been thought of developing successful social entrepreneurship
environment and legislation currently. Secondly, to understand the developing
background, current environment, actual problems and needs of social enterprise in
Taiwan, this study through analyzing the following official documents: ‘Taiwan
Social Enterprise Action Plan(社會企業行動方案)’, ‘The draft of benefit corporation
bill(公益公司法草案)’, ‘Community Interest Company Regulations 2005(社區利益
公司法規)’, ‘Social Enterprise Promotion Act (SEPA) (社會企業促進法)’, ‘Public
Benefit Corporation law in the State of Delaware(德拉瓦州公益公司法)’, ‘Illinois
Public Act (伊利諾伊斯低利潤有限公司法)’, and collecting the data about the
problems and actual needs of the social enterprise environment in Taiwan currently
from the community websites related to Taiwan social innovation and
entrepreneurship. At the end, compare the differences and similarities between
Taiwan and those countries (the UK, the USA, South Korea) that the draft of benefit
corporation bill had taken reference to. Furthermore, focus on the analysis of the
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suitability of the detail in the draft of benefit corporation bill and propose the
composite opinions according to the results of the comparison and analysis in this
study.
The results of this study can contribute and provide some independent opinions and
composite analyses to the relative auditors and administrators who need to audit and
formulate the social enterprise legislation in Taiwan for references. Moreover, this
study can also provide to the social entrepreneurs who has planned to start the social
enterprise in Taiwan, and to those researchers who are interested in the social
enterprise industry environment and regulations for reference of the further research
in the future.
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Chapter 2 Literature review
2.1 The origin of social enterprise
20 years ago, the concept of social enterprise was rarely being discussed.
However, in recent years, this term has become more and more popular and wellknown in a lot of countries, especially in Europe and the USA. Moreover, social
enterprise is also attracting increasing interest in other areas, such as Eastern
Asia (especially Japan and South Korea) and Latin America (Defourny& Nyssens,
2008). It has been considered as the economic motor in the future as well as a
conceptual model of social responsibility in the international (Harding, 2004;
Ridley, 2007).
To understand the origin and nature of the social enterprise, we need to
explore the initial developing history of social enterprise, and figure out when
the term of the ‘Social Enterprise’ starts to be known and used in the literature.
The concept of social enterprise was sprouted earlier in the western countries (社

企流, 2014). In Europe, the roots of social enterprise was start from the creation
of the ‘co-operative’ form, furthermore, the movement, principles and definition
of co-operatives can reach back in 1884, when Rochdale Pioneers established
one of the earliest co-operative enterprises, it has influenced the development of
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social enterprise in Europe deeply, especially on the operating principles of the
co-operative type of social enterprises in the United Kingdom and the definition
of social enterprise (Cabinet Office, 2006). Moreover, in America, Goodwill
Industries, which was founded in Boston in 1902 is one of the representatives of
social enterprises in the early period, it started by hiring poorer people to fix and
sell donated stuffs, and then used the revenues it generated to support its
community and job training programs(Doeringer, M. F., 2010).
On the other hand, there is another famous social enterprise in the early
period, the innovative model ‘Micro-credit’, which was created by professor
Muhammad Yunus in the mid-1970s. Muhammad Yunus, who was an economist
and gave up the job in America and went back to his mother country Bangladesh
which was just independent, however, at that time, Bangladesh was an extremely
poor country, and there were a lot of people died everyday because of the
starvation. One day, when he visited a poor village, he found out that there were
42 women’s families ran out of the foods because they don’t have money to pay
back the highly rate loan. However, the total amount of their loan is only 27
USD instead of an unimaginable huge number. Yunus realized that there must be
something wrong with the economics he was teaching, thus, he decided to take
matters into his own hands, and lent the money to those women immediately, so
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that they can pay the loans back and even make some small handmade goods for
selling and create the micro-company. Yunus found out that in Bangladesh the
poor people was be deemed as the financial untouchable, those traditional banks
would not like to have any dealing with them without mortgaged property. But
the tiny amount of loan is very helpful to the poor people, it is possible not only
to help them reduce the heavy burden from the highly rate loan, but also to
improve their abilities of surviving and entrepreneurship and pull themselves out
of poverty (社企流,2014; 社企流官網).
Based on the above findings, Yunus started his innovative trial to lend the
poor people money. In 1983, he established Grameen Bank, it’s also called
‘village bank’ that founded upon principles of trust and solidarity in Bangladesh
to provide ‘micro-loans’ to poor people (Grameen Bank official website).
According to the pubic reports of Grameen Bank (Table2.1), since the bank
established in 1983 until now, the Grameen bank has had 2,568 branches, and
there are 81,392 villages have been covered, moreover, it has provided more than
12 billion USD to 8.8 million borrowers in Bangladesh. According to Grameen
Bank monthly report in March 2016, 97% of the borrowers are women and over
98.65% of the loans are paid back, the recovery rate is even higher than any
other traditional banking system. Therefore, Microcredit became an innovative
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model in the financial industry and created a huge social impact power in the
world since then, and Grameen Bank also became one of the pioneers of the
concept of social enterprise. In 2006, Yunus won the Nobel Peace Prize,
therefore, ‘Social Enterprise’ the new type of the business model began to be
interested in around the world.
Even though the concept of social enterprise developed very early, however,
the new concept of social enterprise was developed by 15 of the members of the
Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) (須⽂蔚,

2014). On the other hand, ‘Social enterprise’ was first mentioned as a term in the
report of the Organization for European Economic Co-operation in 1994, it
especially means those organizations that use both the market and non-market
resources to make the low-technique workers return to the workplace(⾦錦萍,
2009). In order to solve the problems of structural unemployment from the
disadvantaged groups, and fill the financial gap of non-profit organizations.
Social enterprise became a new trend for the development of non-profit
organization in Europe and America. (OECD, 1999)
Since the social enterprise started and has developed until today, the range
of the social enterprise has been focused not only on microfinance but also
expanded on other more social issues. For instance, education opportunity, kids
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health, water resource, climate change…and so on. There are more and more
social entrepreneurs try to improve the society through the innovative business
model in the world now.

Table2.1 Annual report of Grameen Bank from 1983 to 2015
Year

Loans (million Numbers of
USD)
members

Numbers of
branches

Numbers of
villages covered

1983

3.12

58320

86

1249

1984

7.12

121114

152

2268

1985

9.48

171622

226

3666

1986

11.07

234343

295

5170

1987

21.03

339156

396

7502

1988

35.05

490363

501

10552

1989

49.57

662263

641

15073

1990

64.32

869538

781

19536

1991

71.5

1066426

915

25248

1992

115.96

1424395

1015

30619

1993

223.9

1814916

1040

33667

1994

276.32

2013130

1045

34913

1995

278.01

2065661

1055

35533

1996

268.08

2059510

1079

36420

1997

276.99

2272503

1105

37937

1998

292.83

2368347

1137

39045

1999

239.36

2357083

1149

39706

2000

201.9

2378356

1160

40225

2001

192.6

2378601

1173

40447

2002

196.6

2483006

1178

41636

2003

287.84

3123802

1195

43681

2004

345.65

4059632

1358

48472

2005

439.23

5579399

1735

59912

2006

488.41

6908704

2319

74462

10

2007

547.16

7411229

2481

80678

2008

666.28

7670203

2539

83566

2009

815.61

7970616

2562

83458

2010

971.98

8340623

2565

81376

2011

974.51

8372081

2565

81380

2012

1032.31

8373893

2567

81386

2013

1128.07

8543977

2567

81389

2014

1168.99

8640225

2568

81390

2015

1263.82

8806779

2568

81392

Total

12964.67

Source: Grameen Bank monthly and annual reports (1983-2015)
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2.2 The definition of social enterprise
The concept and definition of social enterprise have already been debated
repeatedly for a long time. No matter in Europe or America, social enterprise
existed as various organizational forms. For instance, the non-for-profit
organization takes commercial method actively to acquire the resources it needed.
Otherwise, under the encouragement of government, the non-for-profit
organization adopts entrepreneurial strategies to get the resources. There are also
some for-profit entrepreneurial organizations be prompted by the ‘Corporate Social
Responsibility’ to practice its business with social purpose. Therefore, it is still a
lack of a consensus definition of social enterprise in the International so far
(Johnson, S., 2000; Park, C. & Wilding, M., 2013; Ridley, 2007; 官有垣, 2007).
In recent years, the broad definition of social enterprise that is more
acceptable generally refers that the organization, which has ability to solve the
social or environmental problems with the business model and it exists either as a
for-profit company or non-for-profit organization. Its profits will reinvest in the
social enterprise mainly to solve the social or environmental problems
continuously, instead of maximizing the benefits for the owner or investors (社企
12

流, 2014).
According to the related researches of social enterprise development, the
social enterprise was rising with the welfare crisis in western society. In Europe,
the rising background of social enterprise was to solve the unemployment
problems of the disadvantaged people. However, in the USA, the initial definition
of social enterprise was referred to the non-for-profit organization which
expanding the commercial activity for creating the opportunities of employment to
the disadvantaged group (金錦萍, 2009), moreover, social enterprise was being
considered as a holy grail for non-for-profit organizations to pursue the financial
sustainability, and advocate the non-for-profit organization should fill the financial
gap through commercializing (鄭勝分& 王致雅, 2010; Dees, J. G., 1998;Young,
2003; 陳定銘, 2007 ).
There is one popular definition which was promoted by the Social Enterprise
Coalition: ‘A social enterprise is not defined by its legal status but by its nature: its
social aims and outcomes; the basis on which its social mission is embedded in its
structure and governance; and the way it uses the profits that it generates through
trading activities’ (New Economics Foundation/ Shorebank Advisory Sewvices,
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2004; Ridley, 2007). Due to the differences of generations and environment
backgrounds, the researchers defined and developed different natures of social
enterprise in different periods. Therefore, in this study, firstly, I will explore and
study the developing transformation with different environment backgrounds in
different periods through analyzing the definitions of social enterprise defined by
the researchers in different generations (see Table 2.2 below).
According to the results of the literature reviewing in this study, the definition
and relative legislation of social enterprise in different countries and periods were
set up by solving either their economic or environmental problems basically.
During the early period, the definition of social enterprise was a non-for-profit
private organization which provides products or services directly related to their
explicit aim to benefit the community, moreover, developing ‘earned income
strategies’ as a response to reduce the subsidy dependency from the governments
(Defourny& Nyssens, 2008) and provide job opportunities to solve the
unemployment problem. However, in recent years, the definition of social
enterprise has expanded from non-for-profit organization to various organization
types at the time evolved. The activity range has expanded in different periods
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constantly, from unemployment, social public services and culture problems to
renewable energies, fair trade, and other new issues (OECD/European Union,
2013). No matter what kinds of the organizational formats and activities, the
definition of social enterprise has changed from the focus on the legal formats to
the comparison between the nature of organization and social enterprise. As Ridley
said, the nature of social enterprise, a term whose definition remains as vague as
private enterprise, but which embodies the notion that trading activity can bring
about progressive social change by addressing issues of social exclusion (Ridley,
2007).

Table2.2 Definition of social enterprise in different periods
Year

Source

1996-1997 EMES

Definition
A social enterprise is a non-for-profit private organization,
which provides products or services directly related to its
explicit aim to benefit the community. It relies on a
collective dynamics involving various types of
stakeholders in its governing system, it has a high value on
its autonomy and it bears economic risks linked to its
activity.

15

1999

OECD

Any private activity conducted in the public interest,
organized with an entrepreneurial strategy, but whose
main purpose is not the maximization of profit, but the
attainment of certain economic and social goals, and
which has the capacity for bringing innovative solutions to
the problems of social exclusion and unemployment.

2004

Dart

Social enterprise differs from the traditional understanding

(p411)

of the nonprofit organization in terms of strategy,
structure, norms, and represents a radical innovation in the
nonprofit sector.

2005

2006

Haugh

Social enterprises are prevented from distributing their

(p3)

profits to those who exercise control over them.

Hartigan

A business, which drives the transformational change. It

(p45)

does not aim on maximizing financial returns for
shareholders, but on growing the social venture and
reaching more people in need effectively while the profits
are generated. Wealth accumulation is not a
priority-revenues beyond costs are reinvested in the
enterprise in order to fund expansion.

2006

Haugh

A social enterprise is a collective term for a range of

(p5)

organizations that trades for a social purpose. It adopts one
of a variety of different legal formats, but have in common
the principles of pursuing business-led solutions to achieve
16

social aims, and the reinvestment of surplus for
community benefit. Its objective focuses on socially
desired, non-financial goals and its outcomes are the
non-financial measures of the implied demand for and
supply of services.
2007

Ridley

Concepts of social enterprise oriented towards public

(p387)

sector policy differ from those with a more entrepreneurial
orientation.

2011

European

An operator in the social economy whose main objective

Commission is to have a social impact rather than make a profit for
their owners or shareholders. It operates by providing
goods and services for the market in an entrepreneurial
and innovative fashion and uses its profits primarily to
achieve social objectives. It is managed in an open and
responsible manner and, in particular, involves employees,
consumers and stockholders affected by its commercial
activities.
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2.3 The development of social enterprises around the world
Due to the experience of social enterprise in European and American
countries has influenced on the development of social enterprise in Taiwan (王致

雅& 鄭勝分, 2010), moreover, both the draft of benefit corporation bill and the
draft of social enterprise development regulation were referred to the experiences
and the legislation of social enterprise from those European and American
countries. However, Taiwan is an eastern country, and its culture and environment
are all different with the western countries. Therefore, in this study will focus on
some of the representative regions that have had relatively mature development of
social enterprise in both eastern and western countries: Europe, America and South
Korea, and analyzes the developmental background, policy effects and current
condition in these three regions as the foundation of the analysis of the
applicability of the design of the draft of benefit corporation bill. On the other
hand, because the UK is one of the reference targets for both of the draft of benefit
corporation bill and the draft of social enterprise development regulation, therefore,
after the analysis of Europe, I will focus more on the UK to explore and discuss it
more deeply. At the end, this study will aim on exploring and understanding the
18

social enterprise development and legislation in Taiwan.

2.3.1 Europe

The background of social enterprise development
Because of being influenced by the global competition, both European
and American countries all need to face the difficulties from the government
system failure in general and the lost of the social capital constantly, therefore,
the ‘hollow state’ phenomenon appeared in these welfare crisis countries
(Kettl, 2000; Milward& Provan, 2000; 須文蔚, 2014). For instance, the
recession of the economy growth and the highly unemployment in Europe
during the 1970s made the social welfare system collapsed. The income of the
governments were decreasing obviously, in contrast, the public expenses were
increasing rapidly because of the economic crisis. Therefore, the crisis had
attacked much more on the countries which had customary on offering the
subsidies of unemployment and the retiring pensions (Borzaga, C., & Santuari,
A, 2003; OECD, 1999; 須文蔚, 2014).
Based on the historical background described above, in Europe, the main
19

purpose of the social enterprise rising up is to help and aim on disabled and
long-term unemployed of disadvantaged people to solve the high
unemployment problem through the core strategy: work integration (Borzaga,
C., & Defourny, J., 2001; Evers, 2001; Laville& Nyssens, 2001; 王致雅& 鄭

勝分, 2010). Secondly, to offer the health and education related services. On
the other hand, because the European governments couldn’t respond the needs
of the unemployment, therefore, the organizations that were established by the
grass-roots citizens and the third sector (mainly co-operatives) played the
residual complementary role. Take the pioneer of social enterprise in Europe:
Italy as an instance, the notion of social enterprise was first appeared in this
European country in the late 1980s (a few years before it emerged in the USA),
and in 1991 the Italian Parliament adopted a law creating a specific legal form:
‘social cooperative’. The law distinguishes between two types of social
co-operative: one of the types called ‘A-type social co-operatives’, it means
those delivering social, health and educational services; another type called
‘B-type social co-operatives’, means those providing work integration for
disadvantaged people. Afterwards, various other European countries have
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passed new laws to promote social enterprises. Moreover, the term of social
enterprise really began to be used in Europe in the mid-1990s, especially
through the works of the EMES European Research Network (Defourny&
Nyssens, 2008).

The definition of social enterprise
The time of social enterprise development was very close between the
USA and Europe, but both regions have different definitions. This is because
of the ideas about social enterprise in the USA and Europe reflect their
distinct responses to different economic issues the regions overcame
(Doeringer, M. F., 2010). Along with such approaches, the EMES Network
stressed the positioning of European social enterprises at “the crossroads of
market, public policies and civil society”, especially highlight the
‘hybridization’ of their resources: social enterprises indeed combine the sales
or fees from the users with public subsidies linked to their social missions and
private donations and/or volunteering, it has clearly differences with the USA.
In the USA, it has a strong tendency to define the social enterprise only when
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a non-for-profit organization is more oriented towards the market and
developing ‘earned income strategies’ as a response to decreasing public
subsidies and to the limits of private grants from foundations (Defourny&
Nyssens, 2008).
Although there are some countries in Europe have created social
enterprise related legislation, for example, Italy, UK, Greece, Finland, but
there are different definitions in each country, moreover, not all of the
European countries have created special legal forms for social enterprises, for
example, Switzerland, Germany. The following tables (Table2.3& Table2.4)
are the results of analyzing that focused on the European countries which had
designed the social enterprise related legislation and aimed at their official
definitions, policy makers and special legal form in these countries.

Table2.3 The official definition of social enterprise in different European countries
Country

Definition

Italy

All private organizations, also including those of the Fifth Book of
the Civil Code, which carry out a stable and main economic and
organized activity with the aim of production or exchange of goods
and services of social utility for the common interest, and which meet
the requirements which will be examined below, can be considered as
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social enterprises:
1.

Being a private organization.

2.

Performing an entrepreneurial activity of production of social
utility goods and services.

3.

Acting for the common interest and not for profit.

(Legislative Decree no. 155; Fici, A)
UK

Social enterprise is a business with primarily social objectives whose
surpluses are principally reinvested for that purpose in the business or
in the community, rather than being driven by the need to maximize
profit for shareholders and owners. (Department for Business,
Innovation and Skills (UK government), 2011; European
Commission, United Kingdom, 2014)

Greece

1.

The term social enterprise is not used in legislative or
administrative documents, but the existing studies and the
activities developed in the social enterprise sector usually adopt
as the definition, the approach provided by the EMES network,
which is summarized as: Social enterprises are non-for-profit
private organizations providing goods or services directly
related to their explicit aim to benefit the community. They rely
on a collective dynamics involving various types of stakeholders
in their governing bodies, they place a high value on their
autonomy and they bear the economic risks linked to their
activity. (M. Ketsetzopoulou, 2010)

2.

According to Law 1541/1985, Law 2716/1999 and Law
4019/2011, there are three institutional forms in Greece:
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A.

Women agro-tourist cooperatives propose a new way to
meet social needs, upgrade the social status of women
living in rural areas and offer new employment
opportunities, generating income not only for the members
themselves, but also for the local community to support
local development by engaging in economic activities with
emphasis on the production of socially useful products and
services.

B.

Koi.S.P.E. is an organizational form that encompasses the
status of both an independent trading enterprise and an
official mental health unit.

C.

Koin. S. Ep. one of the social legal forms which fall into
the following three categories:
a.

Work integration

b.

Social care

c.

Koin. S. Ep. with a collective and productive purpose

(European Commission, Greece, 2014)
Finland

A social enterprise is:
1.

An enterprise created for the employment of people with
disabilities and of the long-term unemployed.

2.

A market-oriented enterprise with its own products and/or
services.

3.

Should be a registered trader who is entered in the register of
social enterprises kept by the Ministry of Labour.
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4.

At least 30% of its employees should be disabled and long-term
unemployed or solely disabled.

5.

Wages should be paid to all employees whether disadvantaged
or not according to general agreements in the branch of industry.

(Act on Social Enterprises NO. 1351/2003; Pekka Pättiniemi, 2006)

Table2.4 The analysis of social enterprise strategies and policy makers in Europe
Country Legal form
Italy

Policy makers

Social co-operative
(Defourny& Nyssens, 2008; Fici,

1.

Ministry for Employment
Social Policies

A)
2.

Regional authorities

3.

Local authorities

(European Commission, Italy, 2014)
UK

Community Interest Company

1.

(CIC)

Department for Business,
Innovation and Skills

(Defourny& Nyssens, 2008)
2.

Cabinet Office (which was
created in the Department of
Trade and Industry)- Office for
Civil Society

3.

Department for Communities
and Local Government

4.

Department for Work and
Pensions
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(Defourny& Nyssens, 2008;
European Commission, United
Kingdom, 2014)
Greece

1. Women agro-tourist

1.

cooperatives

Ministry of Labour, Social
Security and Welfare

2. Limited Liability Social

2.

Ministry’s Special Service for

Cooperatives (Kinonikos

the Social Economy

Sineterismos Periorismenis

(EYKEKO)

Efthinis/ Koi. S. P. E.)

3.

3. Social Cooperative Enterprises

Regional governments

(European Commission, Greece,
2014)

(Kinoniki Sineteristiki
Epihirisi/ Koin. S. Ep.)
(European Commission, Greece,
2014)
Finland

Social Enterprises

1.

(Pekka Pättiniemi, 2006)

Ministry of Employment and
the Economy

2.

Regional ELY centres (Centres
for Economic Development,
Transport and the
Environment)

(European Commission, Finland,
2014)
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2.3.2 United Kingdom (UK)

The origin of social enterprise development
According to the above exploration about the history of European social
enterprises, we knew that the developed background of social enterprise in
Europe was to solve the high unemployment problems that occurred because
of the economic recession between 1970 and 1990. The UK was not the first
European country to implement policies supporting social enterprises, but it
has developed the most robust social enterprise sector in Europe now. On the
other hand, compared to other European countries, the UK faced more
seriously on the lack of public service transportation. Therefore, after the new
Labor government won the election and Tony Blair became the prime minister
of the UK in 1997, the government took action on the ‘third way’, which is
leaning to the left, but closer to the center and has the spirit to adjust the
traditional left-wing politics of the Labor party to right-wing (market)
gradually (王致雅& 鄭勝分, 2010).
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The development period- Community Interest Company
Because the UK government believes social enterprises will play the key
role in achieving many of its goals, including improving social exclusion and
the public service problems of community development, moreover, for
reducing the productivity crack with the USA to respond the economic
recession and rebuild the British economic confidence (Cabinet Office, 2006;
Doeringer, M. F., 2010). Therefore, in 2001, the British government
established the Social Enterprise Unit within the Department of Trade and
Industry and appointed a junior minister responsible to identify the barriers of
the social enterprise sector growth in the UK and to plan those relative
strategies to conquer the obstacles (Cabinet Office, 2006; Doeringer, M. F.,
2010; Shah, D., 2009). The Social Enterprise Unit officially defined ‘social
enterprise’ for the UK government within its first report one year later as “ a
business with primarily social objectives whose surpluses are principally
reinvested for that purpose in the business or in the community, rather than
being driven by the need to maximize profits for the shareholders and owners”
(Doeringer, M. F., 2010). After that, in 2002, the unit published its first social
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enterprise strategy (Social Enterprise: A strategy for Success), which aimed to
resolve barriers and achieve outcomes in the following three key areas
(European Commission, United Kingdom, 2014):
1.

Through dealing with the regulatory issues, and promoting social
value in public sector procurement to create an enabling
environment.

2.

Through improving the support and training for businesses, and
increasing financial provision and funding to make social
enterprises better businesses.

3.

By improving the knowledge base, recognizing and promoting the
achievements of social enterprise, creating a trust to establish the
value of social enterprise.
Due to the Social Enterprise Unit recognized that the growing trend of

charities which were engaging into commercial activities to support their
work (there are one-third of charities in the UK have earned income from
commercial activities in 2002), as well as the limitations on hybrid
activities inherent in both of the for-profit and charity sectors, therefore, the
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Social Enterprise Unit recommended to Parliament that the government
may create a new business entity geared towards the needs of social
enterprises and provide a new legal form for social enterprise: Community
Interest Company (CIC), which had passed officially in 2004 (Doeringer,
M. F., 2010; European Commission, United Kingdom, 2014). However,
before the new legal form passed, ‘Limited Company’ was the most
common form for social enterprises in the UK. The Limited Company was
used by the non-profit organization, which needs to do the trading or
business activities, and provides the income that it gained from the business
activities for the non-profit organization. But the limited company has
stricter regulatory requirements than unincorporated forms. The CIC is
similar to the Limited Company, but has a restriction that the company shall
serve a social interest (Doeringer, M. F., 2010; European Commission,
United Kingdom, 2014). Furthermore, the UK government passed the
Community Interest Company Regulations in 2005 to solve the obstacles of
social enterprise development, encouraging the establishment of social
enterprises actively and emphasizing on the market operation and
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regulation. This strategy was called ‘Social Innovation’, which has the core
of social purpose and is different with the market innovation, which is
focused on pursuing the profits maximized. This strategy has a same spirit
as the third way (王致雅& 鄭勝分, 2010).

The refining period- Social enterprise action plan
In 2006, the social enterprises in the UK enter into the next new phase.
The government in order to foster a culture of social enterprise, to ensure
that the right information and advice are available to those running social
enterprises and to enable the social enterprises to access appropriate finance
and to work with government, it published another new strategy: Social
enterprise action plan: Scaling new heights (Cabinet Office, 2006).
According to the survey result of the action plan, it's estimated that at
least 55,000 businesses with employees fitted the government’s definition
of social enterprise (Cabinet Office, 2006). Furthermore, in 2012, the
national survey estimated that there are 283,000 social enterprises (5.9% of
the UK enterprises) met all the criteria of official social enterprise
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definition in the UK. Moreover, according to the data from the Cabinet
Office indicates that there are around 1,145,200 people employed by social
enterprises (including owners and managers) in the UK (European
Commission, United Kingdom, 2014). On the other hand, since 2006, the
amount of social enterprises, which registered as the CIC form in the UK is
growing every year continuously, until 2015, the amount of the registered
CICs had accumulated to 10,431 (Figure 2.1). For the UK government,
social enterprise becomes a new star, which provides the solutions for the
social welfare problems and with potential of economic development.

The growing period- Social investment tax relief
In 2011, the UK government recognized the difficulties that social
enterprises need to overcome in accessing finance, and then published a
new strategy for developing and growing the social investment market. This
strategy included proposals about reviewing tax incentives and regulatory
frameworks to encourage social investment, and constructing an
independent Big Society Bank to lever new finance and build up the link
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between social enterprises and social investors. Afterwards, the ‘Big
Society Capital’, which is the first world independent social investment
institution established in 2012 to support and develop social investment in
the UK. Furthermore, the ‘Social Investment Tax Relief (SITR) passed in
2014 to help social enterprises raise finance by offering tax relief to
individual investors (HM Revenue and customs). The UK government
planned to use social investment to transform public services, to grow the
social economy and to strengthen the social investment marketplace in 5
years (HM Government). The Big Society Capital had invested £359
million across 36 different social investments cumulatively since 2012 to
2014 (Big Society Capital).
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Figure 2.1 Growths in CICs, from 2005-2015
Source: Regulator of Community Interest Companies- Annual Report (2014/2015, p38)

At the end, I based on the literature from Park and Wilding in 2013 and
concluded the social enterprise development history described above into the
following table (Table 2.5) . Therefore, we can see clearly that the social
enterprises in the UK have begun in the incubation period from 1997 to 2000.
One year later, the Social Enterprise Unit was established and developed the
definition of social enterprise, tackled different obstacles, and then created a new
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legal form: CIC for social enterprise and the relative legislation and policies
during the development period. In 2006, in the refining period, it focused on
fostering the social enterprise culture and establishing the value of social
enterprise to make the social enterprise is not only a policy, but also a part of
society, and becomes the value of all the citizen. Furthermore, to solve the
financial problems of social enterprises and develop the social economy for
expanding the range of social impact, it established the Big Society Capital and
passed the Social Investment Tax Relief regulatory in the growing period of
social enterprise.
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Table 2.5 The development of social enterprise in the UK over four periods

Strategies

Period 1

Period 2

Period 3

Period 4

(1997-2000)

(2001-2005)

(2006-2010)

(2011-2015)

Incubation

Development

Refining period

Growing period

Period

Period

The Third Way

Tackle barriers

Encourage

Growing the

and create an

growth in social

social investment

enabling

enterprise

market

Service

Social capital

provision/ NHS

shortage

environment
Target

Social exclusion

Service provision

problem

inefficiency
Important

l

Established

l

Social

l

The ‘Big

policies

the Social

enterprise

Society

published

Enterprise

action plan

Capital’

(year)

Unit (2001)

(2006)

established

l

Created a
specific legal

l

(2012)
l

Social

form for

Investment

social

Tax Relief

enterprise:

(SITR)

CIC (2004)

published

Community

(2014)

Interest
Company
Regulations
passed
(2005)
Results of

208 social
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Compare to 2005, The BSC has

policy

enterprises

the amount of

invested

execution

registered as CICs

new social

cumulatively £359

enterprises

million across 36

registered as CIC

different social

in 2010 has 7

investments

times more
Main

Treasury

Department of

Cabinet Office,

Cabinet Office,

governmental

Cooperatives

Trade and

Office of the

Office of the

department

and Voluntary

Industry& Social

Third Sector

Third Sector

sector

Enterprise Unit

organizations
Target

Housing, social

Third sector as a

Third sector as a

Individual social

beneficiaries

care, leisure

whole

whole and

investors/ social

centers,

NHS(the National enterprises

communities,

Health Service)

work integration
Source: Park, C.& Wilding, M. (2013); European Commission, United Kingdom (2014)
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2.3.3 United States of America (USA)

The background of social enterprise development
The development of social enterprise in the USA was later than in
Europe. Social enterprise became more important in the USA during the late
1970s and 1980s, in response to the economic decline and major cutbacks of
the government supporting and subsidy. Those economic situations caused
many charities lost funding while facing increased needs due to the
unemployment rising dramatically. Therefore, more and more charities at that
time felt the need to earn their revenue from sources other than grants and
donations. Several of those organizations began to rely on commercial
activities for revenue and greatly developing this type of American social
enterprise. As a result, the portion of income that those charities generated
from commercial activities was increased by 20% between 1982 and 2002
(Doeringer, M. F., 2010). On the other hand, the traditional charity began to
transform as well. It transformed from the traditional role of ‘fish provider’ to
‘fish rod provider’ from the sustainable operation strategy. The core of this
strategy is ‘social investment’, therefore, under this situation, the social
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enterprise was considered as the ‘holy grail’ for the non-profit organization
which is pursuing the financial sustainability (王致雅& 鄭勝分, 2010).

The definition of social enterprise
Comparing to the concept of social enterprise in Europe that focuses on
resolving the problems of chronic structural unemployment, the definition of
social enterprise in the USA generally reflects an aim on generating income
for organizations that provide services typically thought as being provided by
the nonprofit sector, such as an organization which offers free eye exams
while selling low-cost eyeglasses to low-income populations (Doeringer, M.
F., 2010). According to the definition of social enterprise from the Social
Enterprise Alliance (SEA), which is the national membership organization and
key catalyst for the rapidly growing social enterprise movement in the US: ‘a
social enterprise is an organization or initiative that marries the social mission
of a non-profit or government program with the market-driven approach of a
business’ (Social Enterprise Alliance official website).
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Low-profit Limited Liability Company (L3C)
During the early period of social enterprise development in the USA,
there’s no specific legal form for social enterprise, it can choose to form as a
for-profit or non-for-profit entity. Therefore, it generated a lot of discussions
about the forms and operational obstacles. If social enterprises choose to form
as non-for-profit organizations, its commercial activities will be doubted on
the social mission movement, moreover, its income will be categorized easily
as ‘Unrelated Business Income (UBI)’ and it can’t gain the tax-exempt
benefits of non-for-profit organization. If social enterprises choose to form as
for-profit enterprises, its business operating with social purpose will lower the
potential to generate economic profits, and hard to access and raise the capital.
Furthermore, social enterprises set up as public for-profit corporations that
donate its profits to corresponding charities face another obstacle when
attempting to donate large percentages of their profits. Because of the IRS
(Internal Revenue Service) only allows companies to deduct charitable
donations of up to 10% of their profits, therefore, if there are more than 10%
of profits provided to the charity, the donated profits above this level will be
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taxed at the corporate income tax rate (Doeringer, M. F., 2010).
Recognizing the growing interest in social enterprise in America, but
neither for-profit, nor non-for-profit form is a good fit for the needs of social
enterprise. Therefore, several states in the USA created the first hybrid entity
for social enterprise: Low-profit Limited Liability Company (L3C), which is a
specific type of Limited Liability Company (LLC). The structure of L3C is
similar as LLC, but the purpose of corporation has been regulated that it must
promote significantly on the one or multiple achievements of charitable or
educational purpose (易明秋, 2014). Furthermore, the major advantage of the
L3C is that it is specifically designed to make it easy for L3Cs to receive
Program Related Investments (PRIs) from private foundations, and this
creates the possibility of raising a significant amount of capital for social
enterprises. Program-related investments have three characteristics: 1) their
major purpose must be to achieve one of the foundation’s charitable purposes;
2) a primary purpose of the investment must not be the production of income
or the appreciation of property; 3) no purpose of the investment can be the
accomplishment of political or legislative purposes (Lane, M. J., 2012; 易明
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秋, 2014). Since 2008, Vermont became the first state in the USA to allow a
company to register as a L3C, there were nine states (Vermont, Illinois,
Louisiana, Maine, Michigan, North Carolina, Rhode Island, Utah, Wyoming)
passed the legislation, but after North Carolina repealed the legislation in 2014,
there are only eight states passed the legislation so far. Moreover, the
legislation has slowed down and even regressed slightly in recent years (Kate
Cooney& Justin Koushyar& Matthew Lee& Haskell Murray, 2014;
Americans for Community Development- the organization for the L3C website;

易明秋, 2014). On the other hand, because the L3C regulatory is not vested in
the federal government, but on each state, therefore, it’s hard to evaluate its
efficiency.

Benefit Corporation
Comparing to Low-profit Limited Liability Company (L3C), Benefit
Corporation was developed a little bit later. A benefit corporation is a
traditional corporation with modified obligations committing it to higher
standards of purpose, accountability and transparency. Maryland, where the
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Benefit Corporation was introduced in 2010, became the first state to
implement this special regulation for social enterprise in the USA. And now,
there are 32 states, including the District of Columbia have passed the benefit
corporation legislation. The benefit corporation is the second hybrid form
built on the C-corporation framework in the USA. Its purpose is to create
public benefit and sustainable value in addition to generating profit. Moreover,
a benefit corporation is committed to considering the company’s impact on
society and the environment in order to create long-term sustainable value for
all stakeholders. The difference between L3C and Benefit Corporation is the
benefit corporations are required to report the information about the results of
their public welfare activities, in some states are required to report annually,
some are biennially. Furthermore, benefit corporations in most of the states
are required to use a third party standard (some states not) for showing their
progress towards achieving social and environmental impact to their
stakeholders and in most cases the wider public (易明秋, 2014; Benefit
Corporation official website; Kate Cooney& Justin Koushyar& Matthew
Lee& Haskell Murray, 2014).
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We can see obvious from the previous description about the amount of
the states, which has passed and applied continuously the social enterprise
related legislation so far, that the benefit corporation has been promoted more
successfully than the low-profit limited liability company. Its main reason is
that the benefit corporation has a promoter: B Lab for providing support. It
promotes the benefit corporation legislation in each state as a leader and
lobbyist. B Lab, as a non-for-profit organization, which was established by
individuals, charity fund, accounting business office, United States Agency
for International Development and other social welfare organizations together
in 2008 in the USA. Its major work is promoting the commitment of for-profit
organizations to engage in the social responsibility activities and change their
operational concepts. It tries to make the corporate social responsibility, social
consciousness and other concepts more intensity into the capital market, and
to change the concepts of the enterprises and investments, especially to those
investors of the institutions, which have more influence in the capital market.
Moreover, B Lab is also an enterprise, which provides third-party standards
for social enterprises. It is famous for providing the B Certificate to social
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enterprises. The certificate includes the regulations for organization, labor
relationships and other internal structures and external actions (community
relationships, environment protection) achieving the specific standards. Once
the social enterprise has been censored by the organization and meet the
standards, it can receive the certificate from B Lab and become a B
corporation. Furthermore, B Lab has developed an evaluation system: GIIRS
(Global Impact Investment Ratings System) for the investors and mutual
funds with the consciousness of social investment. The accessing targets of
GIIRS are the corporations and funds, and the content of the system is the
impact on the society and environment from the corporation and the social and
environmental impact which is influenced by the enterprise invested by the
investment fund. However, even B Lab has promoted the legislation of
Benefit Corporation in each state, but to avoid the misunderstanding about
that B Lab has been given a special treatment, the legislation in each state
does not require or authorize the state government to formulate the fair
standards of the third-party. It means that benefit corporations can choose the
appropriate and fair third-party standards freely by themselves, but have to
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meet the bounds of the legislation (易明秋, 2014).

Current condition of social enterprise in the USA
According to the definition and development of Benefit Corporation and
L3C, we can see that the definition of social enterprise from the United States
government is very flexible and does not limit on the for-profit or
non-for-profit organization. Moreover, the government doesn’t provide other
additional benefit supporting, but mainly provides the establishment of the
management framework. However, even though the amount of the states
which has passed the legislation of benefit corporation is more than the
low-profit limited liability company, but through the statistic number of the
registered enterprises is hard to recognize which type of the forms is more
successful. Until July 2014, according to the Secretaries of State office list, it
had counted that there are 998 benefit corporations in the United States; on the
other hand, at the same time, there are 1’051 L3Cs counted by InterSector
Partners (Kate Cooney& Justin Koushyar& Matthew Lee& Haskell Murray,
2014).
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2.3.4 South Korea

The origin of social enterprise development
Comparing to European and American countries, social enterprise
developed later in Asia. Since the mid-2000s, several Asian countries started
to face with the similar socio-economic challenges, with growing difficulties
in the labor market, and with one of the world’s most rapidly aging population,
have been showing a strong interest in the European and American
experiences of social enterprise. The term of social enterprise began to be
used in South Korea around 2002, but the emergence of such initiatives and a
form of governmental intervention in the field had already appeared at the
beginning of the 1990s (Bidet, E., & Eum, H. S., 2011). Furthermore, social
enterprise began as a way to solve the problem of unemployment among
vulnerable social groups and expand the supply of social service in South
Korea (Korea Social Enterprise Promotion Agency official website).

The definition of social enterprise
We can understand the official definition of social enterprise in South
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Korea through the ‘Social Enterprise Promotion Act’, which was enacted in
2007: a social enterprise means an organization which is engaged in business
activities of producing and selling goods and services while pursuing a social
purpose of enhancing the quality of local residents’ life by means of providing
social services and creating jobs for the disadvantaged (Social Enterprise
Promotion Act).

The incubation period- Public Work Programme
South Korea, as one of the OECD (Organization for Economic Cooperation
and Development) members, before the Asian financial crisis occurred in
1997, its labor market presented a general situation that many other
developed countries, especially those European countries, could envy.
Because of the unemployment rate had kept steady under 5% for long, and
more often even under 4%. Therefore, the South Korean welfare system
traditionally puts more emphasis upon the family and employer instead of the
state. Until the financial crisis happened, a lot of people lost their jobs and the
unemployment rate rising up to 6.8% (1998), the established welfare system
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was threatened. Thus, the South Korean government introduced the ‘Public
Work Programme’ as a part of the National Basic Livelihood Security Act in
1999, and the Ministry of Health and Welfare (MHW) as a significant policy
actor. The main target of this policy was resolving the problems from both of
the welfare and unemployment simultaneously by providing social security
and creating jobs for the poor unemployed. The MHW cooperated with the
Self Support Community Centres (SSCCs), and the SSCCs provided job
training and job opportunities for the unemployed. Because there are a lot of
similarities between the SSCCs and work integration social enterprises
(WISEs), the SSCCs became the model of social enterprise in the South
Korea in the early period (Bidet, E., & Eum, H. S., 2011; Park, C. U., 2009;
Park, C.,& Wilding, M., 2013).

The development period- Social Workplace Programme
Through the data of unemployment rate in South Korea (see Figure 2.2
below), we can realize that after 2000 the South Korean economy quickly
recovered, but the situation of its labor market rapidly improved until 2002.
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During this period, the concern of the government had shifted from the
welfare and unemployment problems occurred by the Asian financial crisis
to jobless growth (unemployment only) (Park, C. U., 2009; Park, C., &
Wilding, M., 2013). However, the major reason that made this situation
happened is because of the government focused more on enabling
low-income welfare receivers to ‘become self-sufficient in the short-term in
the market’ rather than the ‘long-term job creation’ after the financial crisis
occurred. Therefore, even though the population of the unemployment had
decreased, but the insecure jobs were increasing (see the Figure 2.3 below),
including the non-salaried jobs and non-regular salaried jobs. The
non-salaried workers include self-employed workers and unpaid family
workers (it means the person working in their family business without being
paid a formal wage). Those non-salaried workers had accounted for around
30% of the total employment in South Korea (see Figure 2.4 below).
However, the main reason that made such high rate of non-salaried workers
is the managing practices of the Korean companies, which make workers
retire at a relatively young age, between 50 and 55 for most of them. When
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they leave the company, usually they cannot find a decent salaried job
because of their age, thus, most of them will use the lump-sum that they
receive when they leave the company to launch a business. On the other hand,
the non-regular salaried workers mean those temporary employees (those
whose contract has a duration below one year) and daily workers (those
whose contract has a duration below one month), the proportion of this type
of the workers was more than 45% of all salaried workers. Even these poor
qualities of insecure jobs can help curb unemployment, but also can easily
turn into unemployment (Bidet, E., & Eum, H. S., 2011).
To create ‘long-term jobs’ instead of only providing social services for
socially disadvantaged, a new social enterprise program: ‘Social Workplace
Programme’ was planned by the Ministry of Labour (ML) in 2003, which
signified a refocusing of the government strategy from a mixture of welfare
and labor policies to just labor policy (Park, C. U., 2008), and also expanded
the key beneficiaries from the vulnerable to the general unemployed. We can
see from the Figure 2.3 below, after the executing of the social workplace
programme, the amount of insecure jobs starts to reduce. Nevertheless, most
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of the jobs created were unstable and temporary (Kim, H. W., 2008; Kim, J.
W. , 2009b; Ko, H. M., 2007; Park, C. U., 2008).
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Figure 2.2 Unemployment rate in South Korea during 2000- 2009
Source: Korean National Statistical Office website; Bidet, E., & Eum, H. S. (2011)
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Figure 2.3 Observation of the relation between unemployment and insecure jobs during
2000-2009 (in thousands)
Source: Korean National Statistical Office website; Bidet, E., & Eum, H. S., (2011)
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Figure 2.4 The ratios of non-salaried and non-regular salaried workers in South Korea
from 2000 to 2009

The refining period- Social Enterprise Promotion Act
Searching for a solution to overcome these problems, in 2005, the
government organized 23 specialists who were government employees, company
interested, scholars and social workers to discuss and decide how social enterprise
should be modeled. In the end, they claimed that Korean social enterprise should
be an employment policy rather than welfare policy, should be the market-friendly
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American model rather than the European model, and considered job creation as
the social role of corporations (Park, C. U., 2008). Moreover, this market-oriented
concept served to restrain the meaning of social enterprise to a financially
sustainable organization functioning in the market (Park, C., & Wilding, M., 2013;
Kim Y.H., 2008).
In 2007, the same main policy actor introduced the modified social
workplace program: Ministry of Labour through the Social Enterprise Promotion
Act. The main purpose of the Social Enterprise Promotion Act was using social
enterprise as a strategy to achieve job stabilization. It categorized social
enterprises into four organizational types: 1) job creation type (WISEs); 2) social
service provision type; 3) mixed type (a combination of the WISEs and social
service types); 4) miscellaneous type. Through the following table (Table 2.6) and
figures (Figure 2.5& Figure 2.6), we can know the growth of the approved amount
of four types of social enterprises from 2007 to 2010. When the Social Enterprise
Promotion Act just passed in 2007, there were 51 social enterprises applied and be
approved. Until 2010, there were 285 approved social enterprises accumulated.
Because of the policy focuses on the job creation, therefore, the job creation is the
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main type of the social enterprises in South Korea, and had accounted for 71% of
all types of social enterprises. By contrast, the social service provision type only
had 3%. Furthermore, it has defined another new type of social enterprise in 2015:
Local Community Contribution. According to the data in the following table
(Table 2.7), it indicates that the social enterprises in South Korea in 2013, the type
of job creation had reached 616 and accounted for 65% of all of the Korean social
enterprises, but the new type of local community contribution had cumulated only
9 and 0.1% (Park, C. & Wilding, M., 2013; Korea Social Enterprise Promotion
Agency official website; Choi, Y. C. & Jang, J. H., 2014).
Moreover, the policy tool of the Social Enterprise Promotion Act has
changed from contracting out in the past to the approval system now. The
approval system is so named as under Article 19 of the Social Enterprise
Promotion Act, the use of ‘social enterprise or similar terms’ is not allowed
without the approval from the Ministry of Labour. The purpose of the approval
system is applied to prevent the inappropriate social enterprise emergence. When
an organization meets the following criteria of the organization: the proportion of
paid employees, social goals, decision-making governance, organizational rules
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and limited profit distribution from the legislation, it is also eligible to receive a
range of support from the government, including financial subsidies (initiative
capital and salary support), managerial support, tax exemption and social
insurance support. Due to the approval system has had the effect of standardizing
the social enterprise sector, even though it increases the efficiency, but also lead to
lose the flexibility, diversity, and most importantly, autonomy for social
enterprises. Furthermore, because of forbidding the name, social enterprise be
used without the government’s approval, and the supporting resources for the
approved social enterprises provided by the government, indicating the high
degree of governmental control and the high degree of the approved social
enterprises rely on the government (Park, C& Wilding, M., 2013; Korea Social
Enterprise Promotion Agency official website).
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Table 2.6 Approved amounts of social enterprises by type in South Korea
Job

Social

Creation

service

Mixed

Miscellaneous Total

provision
2007

15

7

15

14

51

2008

73

22

46

20

161

2009

46

8

16

7

77

2010

151

7

16

38

212

44

93

79

501

Accumulated 285

Table 2.7 Accumulated data of social enterprises by type in South Korea in 2013
Job

Social

creation

service

Mixed

Local

Miscellaneous Total

provision
Amount

616

59

144

9

122

950

Ratio

64.8%

6.2%

15.2%

0.1%

12.8%

100%
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Figure 2.5 The ratios of four types of social enterprise in South Korea from 2007 to
2010
Source: Korea Social Enterprise Promotion Agency official website; Park, C., &
Wilding, M. (2013, p242)
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Figure 2.6 The accumulated amount ratio of four types of the social enterprises
approved in South Korea from 2007 to 2010
Source: Korea Social Enterprise Promotion Agency official website; Park, C., &
Wilding, M. (2013, p242)
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2.3.5 Taiwan

The background of social enterprise development
There are some non-profit organizations started to operate with business
strategy or create enterprises in Taiwan since the early 1990s. Children Are
Us Foundation, which is one of the most famous organizations, it creates its
own bakeries and restaurants to hire those children who have mental
retardation problems, and resolved the bread making process, providing a part
of the process to those mental problem children for participation and
responsibility. On the other hand, since from 2000 till now, the average
unemployment rate in Taiwan every year has raised to 4% (see Figure 2.7
below), and the population with the age between 25 and 44 is the main
proportion of the unemployment (see Figure 2.8 below). Thus, to relieve the
social impact, the Taiwanese government started to release one after one
different policy, such as ‘welfare industrialization’, ‘multi-employment
promotion program’, ‘care service industry development plan’, ‘youth
entrepreneurship program’, and so on. Several non-profit organizations have
begun to add the for-profit business activities into their routine operational
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programs, it is similar as the ‘Social Economy’ or ‘Social Entrepreneurship’
promoted in those European countries. In order to provide more possibility of
social innovation and entrepreneurship in Taiwan, and to mediate the ideal
from non-for-profit organizations and the business model from for-profit
enterprise. In 2013, there was a Taiwanese non-government organization,
which was built up with a group of social entrepreneurs, investors, invest
banks, administrative consultants and other people with experiences of social
enterprise operation or investment, and cooperated with an international law
corporate, LCS& Partners to plan the draft of benefit corporate bill and
proposed the draft to the legislative branch of government under the
constitution of Taiwan for discussion and auditing in next year. Moreover, the
Ministry of Economic Affairs also made a Social Enterprise Action Plan in
2014, and planned to finish the relative legislation adjustment in 2016 (官有

桓, 2007; 公益公司法草案; 社會企業行動方案 103-105 年).
Furthermore, the Ministry of Labor proposed ‘the draft for discussion of
social enterprise legislation’, which was referred to the British social
enterprise legislation in 2014 (鄧昀姍, 2014).
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Figure 2.7 Unemployment rate of Taiwan during 1993-2003
Source: 中華民國統計資料網

Figure 2.8 Unemployed age of Taiwan analysis during 2001-2014 (in thousands)
Source: 中華民國統計資料網
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The definition of social enterprise
About the definition of social enterprise in Taiwan, we can understand it
from the social enterprise action plan, which was promoted by the Ministry of
Economic Affairs: social enterprise, which means an innovative enterprise
organization that has a core target of solving some specific social problems,
and self sufficiency through general business operation rather than donating.
It can not only increase the job opportunities, but also achieve the social
justice purpose to balance the social development (社會企業行動方案
103-105 年).

The problem and solutions of social enterprise development
The non-for-profit organization always plays the important and key role in
solving social problems in Taiwan. The history has been developed for around
26 years since 1990s until today. According to the research of 官有垣, the
development of nonprofit organizations in Taiwan has had not only a
significant growth in the amount and organizational scale and activated
several social public welfare resources, but also have developed some of the
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following characteristics (官有垣, 2007):
1. Because of the amount of non-for-profit organizations have grown
rapidly, the government relaxed the regulations of the organization
established application. Thus, the social force grew suddenly, and the
people autonomous or volunteer, non-profit organizations were
established and emerged in large numbers.
2. The scale of non-for-profit organizations in Taiwan is small generally,
even the trend of the big non-profit organization is increasing, such as
Tzu-chi, Taiwan Fund for Children and Families, Eden social welfare
foundation, but the amount of the big non-profit organizations is still
much less than the small one.
3. In response to the demands of the social rapid change, the services that
non-profit organizations provided have become more and more
diversified.
4. No matter the social organizations or foundations, the source of their
funding relies on the donation, membership fee, and subsidy from the
government generally. Therefore, the competitive situation of the
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acquirement on the resources is very obvious among the organizations.
Therefore, in this development environment, to satisfy the social needs
and its financial autonomy and stability, the operation of a part of the
non-profit organizations in Taiwan have developed toward the social
enterprises progressively.
In recent years, the Taiwanese government has played a very important
role in the social enterprise rising up. Because of the unemployment rate has
kept high since 2000 in Taiwan, and it’s even raised up to 5.17% in 2002 (see
the above Figure 2.7). Thus, the Taiwanese government followed the
European Union that proposed ‘the third system, employment and local
development plan’. It had developed work opportunities, recruited
unemployed population for working, and leaded the local industries for
development through various kinds of non-for-profit organizations. The
government has started to introduce several policies early and late since 2001,
‘Employment Engineering’, ‘Multi-employment promotion program’,
Sheltered workshop established for disabilities and reward regulations’, and
so on (the policies related to social enterprise over the years can see the
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following table: Table 2.8). The main target of those policies is to encourage
the non-for-profit organization to combine the resources from the government
and other non-governmental organizations with innovative experimental
methods and cooperative spirit, to create the regional work opportunities with
local characteristic and stimulate the local economic development and
employment. Especially the multi-employment promotion program had
created 50,000 jobs since 2002 to 2005, and it created average 10,000 new
jobs yearly. According to the evaluated report of the result in 2007 from the
Bureau of Employment and Vocational Training, it indicates that the social
service is the type of the industries which provided more job opportunities in
the multi-employment promotion program, it accounts for 37% (Figure 2.9)
(官有垣, 2007; 林正全, 2006; 行政院勞工委員會職業訓練局, 2009).
Including Ministry of Health and Welfare, Ministry of Economic Affairs,
Ministry of Interior, Council of Agriculture, Council of Culture Affairs, and
so on other government units also introduced various subsidy resources on the
community building policy promotion to encourage the local grassroots
non-for-profit organizations and focus on the combination of local culture and
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industries. Those governmental policies have promoted the development of
the non-profit organizations engaging into the business revenue indirectly or
directly (官有垣, 2007). On the other hand, the general for-profit
organizations in Taiwan have focused on and executed the Corporate Social
Responsibility (CSR) for several years. Therefore, how to mediate the
business model between non-profit organization and for-profit organization
has become a significant issue generally in Taiwan in many years.

Table 2.8 Social enterprise related policies established since 1990 until now
Year

Policy published

1993

Community development policy

2001

Sustainable Taiwan Development Employment program
The multi-employment promotion program

2002

Disability sheltered workshop establishment and subsidy policy
Home care service subsidy program

2003

Aboriginal labor co-operative operation counseling program
Products or services procurement priority of disability welfare

2006
organizations or groups regulation
2008

Long-term care 10 year plan

2010

Empowering employment program
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2013

Long-term care service plan

2014

Youth entrepreneurship program

Source: 社會企業行動方案(103-105 年); 衛生福利部官網;官有垣(2007)

Figure 2.9 The proportion of job opportunities provided from different type of
industries in the multi-employment promotion program
Source: 行政院勞工委員會職業訓練局 (2009)

Current condition of social enterprise development in Taiwan
Because there is no specific official regulation related to social enterprise in
Taiwan so far, therefore, the definition and position of social enterprise are unclear, and
the people have limited understanding of social enterprise in general as well, so they
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usually mix up the social enterprise and non-for-profit organization. According to the
Taiwan social enterprise action plan and aiming at the recent situation of social
enterprise in Taiwan, we can divide the organizational pattern of social enterprise into
for-profit and non-for-profit two types of organizations. About the organizations which
belong to for-profit organization, according to the commerce and industry registered
data from Ministry of Economic Affairs, there are 42 corporations in total that their
company names including ‘social enterprise’ and are still operating; 200 companies in
total have the main purpose of solving social problems; and 1000 companies take
solving social problems as one of the important purposes for the company (社會企業行

動方案 103-105 年). Moreover, according to the research of 官有桓 in 2007, social
enterprises in Taiwan can divide into the following five types through their
organizational characteristics and content of the goal: 1) work integration type of social
enterprise ( it also called affirmative business); 2) local community development social
enterprise; 3) service provision and product sales type of social enterprise; 4)
independent enterprise of public welfare ventures type of social enterprise; 5) social
co-operatives (官有桓, 2007). Among all of the types of social enterprise, the amount of
the service provision type of social enterprise organization is increasing more and more,
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the main reason is because of the government has planned and promoted the long-term
care system recently. It introduced the care service welfare and industry development
program in 2002 to combine the population of unemployment and the human resource
that the welfare service needed together. Furthermore, the government proposed to
expand the resources from non-governmental organizations and put it into the long-term
care service plan further, and to allow the participation of the long-term care industry
for the for-profit organizations, and integrated this policy into one of the execution
details of Taiwan social enterprise action plan (官有桓, 2007; 社會企業行動方案
103-105 年). In addition, according to the analysis data in 2013 from the Workforce
Development Agency, it divided the social enterprises in recent Taiwan into three types:
community economy, cooperative economy, and work integration. The community
economy type has the most amounts of participated organizations, it accounted for
82.7% (see Figure 2.10 below). The so called community economy organizational
pattern includes public associations, farmers and fishermen’s associations, community
development associations, and so on; the work integration includes social welfare
organizations and disability organizations; the cooperative economy takes the
Co-operatives as the main organizational pattern (社會企業行動方案 103-105 年).
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Figure 2.10 The amount and ratio of different type of NPOs of the multi-employment
promotion program in 2013
Source: 社會企業行動方案 103-105 年

No matter in the capital or goal development, it’s hard for the social
enterprises to acquire the support and help from the outside because of the
lack of social identity. The Taiwanese government proposed the social
enterprise action plan in 2014, it through the following strategies to create a
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friendly development environment for social enterprises, to construct a social
enterprise network and platform, and to strengthen the operational
constitution of social enterprise as the target, moreover, it expects to relieve
those issues about the development of the young people who return to their
villages, the employment and care for disadvantaged groups, and so on
simultaneously (社會企業行動方案 103-105 年; 公益公司法草案):
1. Regulation: according to the developmental needs of social enterprise to
promote the regulation adjustment.
2. Platform: to strengthen the promotion and proposal, to create the social
enterprise community, and to promote the cross-industry alliance.
3. Capital: to lead various resources into social enterprises as capital.
4. Incubation: to construct a social enterprise incubation system, and
establish a professional counseling team.
This action plan has not finished the whole execution yet so far, thus, it
is hard to evaluate the results. However, the part of the social enterprise
legislation within the plan was mainly according to the draft of benefit
corporation bill, which was proposed by the non-profit organization, to adjust
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the current regulations. The concept of this draft is based on the
entrepreneurship and adjusted upon the current corporate legislation. It
focuses on the social enterprises that are established by the corporate (鄧昀姍,
2014).
On the other hand, the Ministry of Labor also proposed the draft for
discussion of social enterprise development legislation in 2014, which
referred to the British social enterprise policies and legislation. This draft not
only provides a definition for social enterprise, but also provides the
regulations for various types of social enterprises (鄧昀姍, 2014). Because of
not able to acquire the articles of the daft for discussion of social enterprise
development legislation, thus, in this study afterwards will only focus on the
draft of benefit corporation bill and analyze its articles, and compare the
design background and results with other countries, which have the same
articles.
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Chapter 3 Research Method
This is a qualitative research to explore the background and applicability of the
design of each article in the draft for discussion of benefit corporate legislation in
Taiwan. The method of document analysis was used majorly in this research to collect
the literature and information, and then analyze the background, reasons, impact and
meaning of the event. The literature collection in this research includes the thesis and
journals, government sector reports, related books, document database, newspapers and
magazines, and the official websites of organizations. Moreover, the processes of the
analysis include reading, organizing, description, classification and interpretation.
According to the following flowchart (see Figure 3.1 below), it describes simply
about the research procedures in this study:
1. Collecting the policies and regulations related to the social enterprise in Taiwan.
2. Understanding and analyzing the development background, definition, and policies
of the social enterprise in Taiwan, through the draft for discussion of benefit
corporate legislation, Taiwan social enterprise action plan, those literature, books
and other information related to the development of social enterprise in Taiwan.
3. Defining the research questions through the analysis results from step 2.
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4. Understanding and analyzing the social enterprise development background, history,
legislation, and current situation in Europe, UK, USA, and South Korea, through the
international thesis and journals, published books, legislation, analysis report, and
other data or information from the official website of the government sectors and
organizations related to social enterprise.
5. The articles in the draft for discussion of benefit corporate legislation as the main
analyzing target, through the collection and analysis of the literature and the
information about the communities related to social enterprise to explore the design
background of each article, and comparing the background of the legislation
establishment and the current executing situation with other countries which have
the similar regulations to analyze the applicability of the legislation in Taiwan.
6. Proposing the new findings, opinions, and suggestions through the analyzed results
from the last step.
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Figure 3.1 Research flowchart
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Chapter 4 Results
This is an exploratory research. In this chapter, I’ll focus on the analysis of current
organization formats of social enterprises, the targets of those related drafts of social
enterprise, and all of the articles of the draft for discussion of benefit corporation
legislation through to the content and results from the previous literature review.
Furthermore, analyzing the advantages and disadvantages on the design of each article
in the draft for discussion of benefit corporation legislation with the cross comparison
on the established background, efficiency, and government unit which is in charged of
social enterprise issues, between the social enterprise legislation from those countries
that the draft for discussion of benefit corporation legislation referred to, and the social
enterprise legislation from other countries, which has the same problem as in Taiwan.
Due to the draft of benefit corporation bill was mainly referred to the American Benefit
Corporation law, and secondly referred to the British Community Interest Company
regulation and the South Korean Social Enterprise Promotion Act. However, Taiwan, as
an Asian country, which has a big difference of cultural background and regulative
system with those European and American countries. Therefore, this study will explore
deeply on the problems that the Taiwanese social enterprises will face in the future,
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when Taiwan applies the legislation from the countries with different cultural
backgrounds.

4.1 The current organization formats for social enterprises in
Taiwan
4.1.1 Non-profit organization

According to the previous chapter about the literature review, we can know
that the origin of social enterprise development in Taiwan was started from the
development of the non-for-profit organization. In addition, due to the policies,
which was proposed and promoted by the government in recent years, such as
the multi-employment promotion program, and so on. Those policies made the
non-for-profit organizations and the shelter factories, which provide employment
assistance for the disabilities, became the main types of social enterprises in
Taiwan. However, the biggest problem that the non-for-profit organization
commercialized type of social enterprises faced currently is the organization’s
social goal has been suspected. Because the non-for-profit organization
commercialized type of social enterprises does not belong to non-for-profit
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organization, but enjoy the tax exemption and other benefits provided by the
government for the non-for-profit organization, moreover, the problem of the
financial opaque, those made the people have worse and worse impression and
more and more discussion on this kind of the organizations, and made the
development of social enterprise hard to expand.
Through the following table (Table4.1), which has analyzed different
formats of non-for-profit organizations and their management system from the
legislation in Taiwan, we knew that the non-for-profit organization
commercialized type of the social enterprises have been established in Taiwan as
one of these two kinds of the organization formats: a foundation or an
association. The differences between these two formats are their definitions and
decision systems. Because the current regulations of non-for-profit organization
in Taiwan are distributed in different legislation, including ‘Civil Code’, ‘Civil
Associations Act’, other special regulations and various civil service supervisory
guidelines instead of a designed law. Moreover, the limitations of authorities
anti-cheating supervisory management were too much, but the regulations about
the non-for-profit organization’s financial information publicity, transparency,
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tax benefits, and so on were still lacking or imperfect. Although the Ministry of
Justice has proposed two drafts for discussion: ‘foundation legislation’ and
‘ non-for-profit organization development legislation’, but because that there are
still some discussions, therefore, both two drafts haven’t passed until now yet.
Among the trend of non-for-profit organization commercialized keeps growing
constantly, those current regulations related to the non-for-profit organization in
Taiwan are not enough to handle it.

Table 4.1The organization formats of NPO in Taiwan
Non-for-profit

Foundation

Association

organization
formats
Definition

An organization was founded

An organization was established

because of the properties

because of the people gathering.

gathering.
Decision system 1. All of the board of

1. All of the board of supervisors

directors manage and

manage and make the decisions

make the decisions

together.

together.

2. The tenure of the supervisors

2. The chairman and board

may not exceed 4 years, and they

members are allowed to be

may be reappointed only if they

elected and be reappointed

are elected again upon expiration

continuously to keep the

of tenure unless prescribed by
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decision-making power.

law or otherwise limited in the
Article of Incorporation.
3. The chairperson of the board of
supervisors may be reappointed
only once.

Source: Civil Associations Act (2011)

4.1.2 For-profit organization

There is another type of organizations for social enterprises to apply in
Taiwan: for-profit organization. This type of the social enterprises is established
as a socialized corporation. It needs to choose to establish as a limited company
or a company limited by shares for its organizational legal format. The
differences of managerial regulations between these two formats can see through
the following table (Table 4.2). This type of the social enterprises, which
operates as a company has become more and more popular in Taiwan recently.
The main reason for this trend is because of the food security scandals have
happened continuously in the society, and stimulated the emergence of the civic
consciousness. However, the organizational purpose of this type of the social
enterprises is to improve some specific public social problems, and to plan the
strategy by considering the social benefits as the priority. It is contrary to the
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Company Act that ‘a company’s decision making should consider its
shareholders’ benefit maximization as the principle’. Therefore, no matter which
format of the for-profit organizations in Taiwan, all of their decision systems
cannot apply in the social enterprise. Furthermore, there is no specifically
designed law aiming at the social enterprise to manage and regulate this kind of
the special type of organizations, thus creating the disputes and disadvantages of
capital collection and company operation. On the other hand, because it is hard
for the people to recognize if this type of the social enterprises has just made a
marketing slogan for public welfare and earned the money for purpose,
moreover, it is also hard for the customers to evaluate and realize the results of
the social public welfare executed by the enterprises. These made this type of
the social enterprises be disputed and hard to expand its social impact.

Table 4.2 The organization formats of for-profit organization in Taiwan
For-profit

Limited Company

Company limited by shares

organization
formats
Established

Organized by one or more
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Established by two or more

requirement

shareholders.

shareholders or a government
or a corporate shareholder, with
the total capital of the company
being divided into shares.

Decision

l

system

l

Each shareholder has one

l

Except the company

vote irrespective of the

limited by shares that is

amount of his contribution to

established by a single

capital. But may prescribe

government shareholder or

that votes should be

juristic person

distributed to the

shareholder, the inaugural

shareholders in proportion to

meeting of the company

their responsible

elects the directors and

contributions to the capital.

supervisors of the

Managerial personnel should

company limited by

not change or alter any

shares.

decision made by the

l

The broad of directors, in

directors or the executive

conducting business, shall

shareholder(s), or any

act in accordance with

resolution adopted by the

laws and ordinances and

shareholders’ meeting or the

the decision from the

broad of directors.

meetings of shareholders.
l

Managerial personnel
should not change or alter
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any decision made by the
directors or the executive
shareholder(s), or any
resolution adopted by the
shareholders’ meeting or
the broad of directors.
l

Profit

A company shall, after its losses

distribution

have been covered and all taxes

dividends or bonuses,

and dues have been paid and at

unless its losses shall have

the time of allocating surplus

been covered and a legal

profits, first set aside 10% of such

reserve shall have been set

profits as a legal reserve.

aside 10% of profits.

However, when the legal reserve

l

A company shall not pay

A company should not pay

amount of the authorized capital,

dividends or bonuses, if it

this shall not apply.

does not provide surplus
earnings, except when the
aggregate of its legal
reserve exceed 50% of its
paid-in capital.

Source: Company Act

According to the above analysis, we realized that all of the current
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regulations for different types of organizations couldn’t provide the social
enterprises to apply in Taiwan. No matter it establishes as which existing
organization format, their organizational structure, decision system and
management regulation are hard to meet the needs of hybrid characteristic of
for-profit organization and non-for-profit organization entirely. On the other
hand, because of the regulations for the non-for-profit organization are
distributed in different legislation and imperfect, the government should start to
integrate all of the regulations and create a designed law for the non-for-profit
organization by considering the current problems and the cooperation with
social enterprises in the future.

4.2 The comparative analysis of current drafts related to social
enterprise in Taiwan
In 2013, a non-for-profit organization constituted by a group of volunteers
proposed the ‘draft of benefit corporation bill’. Chih-Kai Cheng, who was the
representative drafter of this draft for discussion and is the co-founder and
American regional general manager of Harbinger Venture. This draft mainly
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referred to the American Benefit Corporation law, its purpose is to formulate the
management regulation to encourage the innovative public welfare
entrepreneurship and to provide the assistance for guiding the non-governmental
capital and resource in the social enterprise industry. According to the detail of the
draft of benefit corporation bill, it has been positioned as the special law of
Company Act, and aimed at the social enterprises established with the format of
company limited by shares (公益公司法草案), which is governed by the
authorities of the Ministry of Economic Affairs. This draft has already been sent to
the legislative branch of government under the constitution in Taiwan in 2014, and
it is still discussing and auditing in the court of law so far. It has also been included
in one of the projects in the social enterprise action plan, which was proposed by
the Ministry of Economic Affairs in 2014.
On the other hand, the Ministry of Labor proposed the ‘draft of social
enterprise development regulation’ in January in 2014. The purpose of this draft is
providing an official definition of social enterprise and defining the formats of
social enterprise, to promote the social enterprise development. Furthermore, this
draft is still planning so far, and is not able to acquiring the detail information of
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this draft. However, because this draft was referred to the concept and institution
from the British social enterprise, thus, we speculate this draft will formulate the
regulation with a larger range of social enterprise targets as the direction, instead of
only limited with a specific organization format. Due to the draft of social
enterprise development regulation is to continue those two policies: the
multi-employment promotion program and the empowering employment program
to promote the development of social enterprise in Taiwan. Therefore, we can
understand the development background of this draft is to solve the employment
problems for the disability group, and expect to promote Taiwanese social
enterprises through the social enterprise development regulation.
Comparing the draft of benefit corporation bill with the draft of social enterprise
development regulation, the analysis of these two drafts can see in the following
table (Table 4.3). Even though these two drafts both aim at the social enterprise
and design the related regulations, but the draft of benefit corporation bill mainly
aims at the social enterprises established with the format of company limited by
shares. Thus, the definition of benefit corporation is as same as the nature of
normal company, but it focuses more and formulate additional regulation on the
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purpose of the company and the person in charge of the company’s management
obligation with honest and good mind (公益公司法草案). Moreover, the content
of the bill is aimed on the legitimacy and related regulation design for the
foundation invests the social enterprise. However, the characteristic of the draft of
social enterprise development regulation is that it is a law designed for social
enterprise, rather than a special law below other legislation. Furthermore, the range
of the organization format defined by the draft of social enterprise development
regulation is larger than the draft of benefit corporation bill, it includes not only the
format of the company limited by shares, but also non-for-profit organizations,
co-operatives, and so on other organization formats.

Table 4.3 The comparison of all of the Taiwanese drafts for discussion related to social
enterprise
Drafts
Characteristic

The draft of benefit

The draft of social enterprise

corporation bill

development regulation

Special law for Company

Designed law

Act
Authorities

Ministry of Economic

Ministry of Labor

Affairs
Organization

Company limited by shares

format

All kinds of the organization
formats, including for-profit
corporation, non-for-profit
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organization and co-operation
Definition of

No

Yes

social enterprise
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4.3 The analysis of the draft of benefit corporation bill articles
Because the draft of benefit corporation bill has gone into the audit step, and
became one of the projects in the social enterprise action plan organized by the
Ministry of Economic Affairs. Therefore, I will aim on analyzing each article from
the draft of benefit corporation bill further on this part first, then compare the
similarity or differences of each article’s designed purpose with its referenced
legislation and analyze the execution results from the referenced country.
Moreover, I will also compare the regulation detail or the solution from other
countries, which have the same problem as Taiwan. On the other hand, because of
the USA is the main reference of the draft of benefit corporation bill, however, in
the USA, there are no union legislation of social enterprise but each state can
decide which legislation to adopt or formulate. Thus, in the following analysis, I
will refer to the benefit corporation law from the state of Delaware; for the L3C
legislation, I will refer to the articles from the state of Illinois.
According to the detail of the draft that can see from the appendix in this
research, I concluded it into 10 topics for analysis and comparison, including the
legislative purpose, the competent authority and legislative mode, the organization
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format, the name and definition of social enterprise, the regulations of social
enterprise establishment, the public interest purpose, the profit distribution, the
alternation of corporation format, the public benefit report, the incentives.

4.3.1 The legislative purpose

According to the article1, we can see that the purpose of this legislation is to
encourage the innovative public benefit enterprises for promoting the public
welfare. Comparing to the social enterprise legislation from the other countries
through the following table (Table 4.4), the legislative purpose of the draft of
benefit corporation bill is similar as most of the other legislation that they all focus
on providing assistance and formulating a legal system and regulations for
developing social enterprises, except the Social Enterprise Promotion Act (SEPA)
focuses more on improving job creation through the social enterprise legislation.
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Table 4.4 the comparison of legislative purpose among different social enterprise
related laws
Country

Taiwan

USA

USA

UK

South
Korea

Legislation

Draft of

L3C

Benefit

Community

Social

Corporation

Interest

Enterprise

corporation

Company

Promotion

bill

(CIC)

Act (SEPA)

benefit

regulation
Legislative

To

The

To help the

To provide the To promote

purpose

encourage

company

public benefit

legal

the social

the

shall

corporation to

protection for

integration

innovative

engage in

manage in a

the

and improve

public

the

manner that

Community

the qualities

benefit

commerci

balances the

Interest

of life by

enterprise,

al business stockholders’

Company, to

expanding

establish the to achieve

pecuniary

ensure the

the social

monitor and

the social

interests, the

assets and

services and

managemen

goals.

best interests,

benefits will

job creation

t institution,

and the public

use on its

lacking

and

benefit or

social purpose

currently.

promote the

public benefits

and the

public

identified in its

environmental

welfare.

certificate of

protection.

incorporation.

4.3.2 The competent authority and legislative mode

Through the article 2, we can realize that this draft of the bill is the special law
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of the Company Act. Therefore, if there are some subjects not being regulated in this
bill, the benefit corporation should follow the regulations from the Company Act or
other legislation. In addition, we can realize that the competent authority of the draft
of benefit corporation bill has been determined as the Ministry of Economic Affair in
the article 3.
Furthermore, the Public Benefit Corporation is one of the subchapters under the
General Corporation Law in the state of Delaware. Moreover, the L3C is also under
the Limited Liability Company Act in the state of Illinois. It means that the draft of
benefit corporation bill has a similar competent authority as Benefit Corporation and
L3C in the USA, and these three laws also have a similar legislative mode, they are
either special law or subchapter under the Company Act instead of a designed law
for social enterprise as the Community Interest Company regulation in the UK or the
Social Enterprise Promotion Act in South Korea. In the following table (Table 4.5), I
aimed on the competent authority and the legislative mode among Taiwan, America,
UK and South Korea. Through the table, we can see that except the legislation in the
USA has the department related to economic as the competent authority of social
enterprise, the South Korea has the Ministry of Labor as the policy maker and the
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competent authority, and the UK has an independent department: Cabinet Office to
in charge of the third department affairs.

Table 4.5 The analysis of competent authority and legislative mode
Country

Taiwan

USA

UK

South Korea

Social

The draft of

Benefit

CIC regulation

SEPA

enterprise

benefit

Corporation

legislation

corporation

Designed law

Designed law

bill
Legislative

Special law of

Subchapter of

mode

Company Act

General
Corporation
Law

Competent

Ministry of

Division of

Department of

Ministry of

authority

Economic

Corporations

Trade and

Labor

Affairs

Industry

4.3.3 The organization format

According to the article 5, it shows that the legal format of Benefit Corporation
is limited to the company limited by shares. Moreover, in the article 4 has indicated
that the establishment and registration of Benefit Corporation shall follow the draft
of benefit corporation bill and the Company Act. However, we can realize from the
comparative table below (Table 4.6), by following the Benefit Corporation law, the
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public benefit corporation is defined as a for-profit corporation (Sen. Sokola, 2013).
Moreover, the L3C is also defined as a new kind of Limited Liability Company. On
the other hand, in the UK, a new legal form of social enterprise: CIC, which is
established as a company limited by shares or a company limited by guarantee with
or without a share capital (Community Interest Company Regulations 2005, art.7&8);
in the South Korea, the organization that plans to be certified as a social enterprise
shall be establish as the form of a corporation or an association under the Civil Law
or a company and non-private organization under the Commercial Act (Social
Enterprise Promotion Act).
Through the previous comparison, we can see that the legal format of Benefit
Corporation determined in the draft is similar as the Benefit Corporation and L3C in
the USA. But the organizational form of Benefit Corporation is broader than the
benefit corporation in the draft, it includes all kinds of for-profit organizations
instead of only limited on one kind of the for-profit organization as in the draft of
benefit corporation bill. And we can also see that the form of organization
determined in the social enterprise designed law such as CIC regulation and SEPA
are much broader than the regulations in the USA and Taiwan, they include not only
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for-profit corporations but also non-for-profit organizations.

Table 4.6 Analysis of the organization format of social enterprises
Country

Taiwan

USA

USA

UK

South
Korea

Legislation

The draft of

Benefit

benefit

Corporation

L3C

CIC

SEPA

regulation

corporation
bill
Legal

The

organization company
formats

For-profit

Limited

CIC

corporations Liability

limited by

Corporation/
Association

Company

shares

4.3.4 The name and definition of social enterprise

According to the article 4 and 6 in the draft of benefit corporation bill have
determined the ‘Benefit Corporation’ as a specific legal name for social enterprises
in Taiwan and have limited the use of the words of ‘benefit’ and ‘benefit corporation’
on the company name, it can’t be used on the non-benefit corporation to make the
people be mistaken for the benefit corporation. The definition of Benefit Corporation
can follow the article 4 that means the corporation, which has the main operating
goal of promoting the public welfare and follows the regulations in the draft of the
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bill and the Company Act to organize, register and establish the company. Moreover,
it has divided the benefit corporation into two types: first type of benefit corporation
and second type of benefit corporation. The differences between these two types of
Benefit Corporation and General Corporation can see the following table (Table 4.7).
Following the table 4.8 below, there are two kinds of legal name for social
enterprises in different states in the USA. In some states, such as Vermont, Illinois,
Louisiana, Maine, Michigan, Rhode Island, Utah, Wyoming, the registered social
enterprise is call ‘Low-profit Limited Liability Company (L3C)’and be defined as a
for-profit limited liability company which is specifically organized to further one or
more charitable or educational purposes within the meaning of the Internal Revenue
Code (IRC), and may be formed as a free-standing business with social purpose or be
created by a non-profit organization as a for-profit subsidiary with social welfare
goals. Moreover, in some other states, the registered social enterprise is called
‘Benefit Corporation’ or ‘Public Benefit Corporation’ and be defined as a for-profit
corporation organized under and subject to the requirements that is intended to
produce a public benefit or public benefits and to operate in a responsible and
sustainable manner. Both Benefit Corporation and L3C are regulated to contain the
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words “public benefit corporation”, or the abbreviation “P.B.C.”, and the term “L3C”.
But only L3C has specifically regulated if the enterprises do not satisfy the
requirements of L3C, it shall not contain the term L3C within the name of enterprise
anymore and alter to a traditional Limited Liability Company (LLC).
In the UK, it has created the Community Interest Company (CIC) as the special
legal form for social enterprise, and has regulated that the social enterprises, which
has registered as a CIC, its company name has to include “community interest
company” or the abbreviation “c.i.c”, otherwise, the enterprise that is not belong to
the community interest company is not allowed to use the community interest
company as its company name. The definition of the CIC is a new type of limited
company for people wishing to establish businesses, which trade with a social
purpose, or to carry on other activities for the benefit of the community.
However, the definition of social enterprise in South Korea is different with
those countries above, it does not be defined as a new or special type of company, it
is defined officially as an organization which is engaged in business activities of
producing and selling goods and services while pursuing a social purpose of
enhancing the quality of local residents’ life by means of providing social services
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and creating jobs for the disadvantaged.
According to the comparison of the definitions among those social enterprise
related legislation in the table 4.8 below, except the SEPA in South Korea which
focuses more on a job creation area, other legislation do not aim on any specific
social welfare area, therefore, it shows that the social enterprise development through
the draft of benefit corporation bill will be more flexible and diversified as in the UK
and the USA.

Table 4.7 The comparison between General Corporation and Benefit Corporation in
Taiwan
General Corporation

First type of

Second type of

benefit

benefit corporation

corporation
Corporation

Unlimited Company/

Company

Company Limited by

type

Limited Company/

Limited by

Shares

Unlimited Company with

Shares

Limited Liability
Shareholders/ Company
Limited by Shares
Corporation

Create and maximize

Create profits

Create profits and

purpose

profits

and achieve the

achieve the social

social purpose

purpose
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simultaneously

simultaneously

Decision

Based on cost-benefit

To achieve the

To achieve the social

making

analysis principle

social purpose

purpose rather than

rather than

maximize the profits

maximize the
profits
Independent

The public issued

Not required.

director

company limited by share

Shall establish at
least one director.

shall establish following
by the Securities and
Exchange Act.
Public

Not required

Not required.

benefit report

Shall provide it
annually.

Established

Yes, but after obtain the

Not allowed.

Yes, and don’t need

by the

approval from the

the approval from the

association

competent authority.

competent authority.

Profit

Except the legal reserve

The total of the benefit corporation’s

distribution

required by the competent

bonuses for employee, rewards for the

authority, the rest of the

directors, supervisors and other

profits can distribute to the

responsible persons, and dividends may

shareholders.

not exceed more than half of the
divisible surpluses.

Tax relief

The reserved surplus

The reserved

earnings shall impose 10%

surplus earnings

of the income tax.

shall exempt from
10% of the income
tax.
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Table 4.8 the comparison of social enterprise definition
Country

Legislation

Definition of social enterprise

Taiwan

Draft of benefit

The corporation, which has the main operating goal

corporation bill

of promoting the public welfare and follows the
regulations in the draft of the bill and the Company
Act to organize, register and establish the company.

UK

Community Interest

A new type of limited company for people wishing to

Company Regulation establish businesses, which trade with a social
purpose, or to carry on other activities for the benefit
of the community.
USA

Benefit Corporation

A for-profit corporation organized under and subject
to the requirements that is intended to produce a
public benefit or public benefits and to operate in a
responsible and sustainable manner.

USA

Low-profit Limited

A for-profit limited liability company, which is

Liability Company

specifically organized to further one or more
charitable or educational purposes within the
meaning of the Internal Revenue Code (IRC).

South

Social Enterprise

An organization which is participated in business

Korea

Promotion Act

activities of producing and selling products and
services when its pursuing a social purpose of
improving the quality of local residents’ life by
means of offering social services and creating jobs
for the disadvantaged.
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4.3.5 The regulations of social enterprise establishment

According to the article 8 in the draft of benefit corporation bill, we can see
that the establishment of social enterprise needs to obtain the permission from the
competent authority instead of following the strict standards as the general
for-profit corporation.
However, in the USA, because the L3C has no special treatment of the
federal taxes and the investment, therefore, the regulation of the L3C
establishment is as same as the general corporation. On the other hand, the Benefit
Corporation law was origin from the establishment of the B Lab, which is a
non-governmental certificate organization that provides the certification mark for
the social enterprises planned to become a B corporation. Following by the article
366 from the Public Benefit Corporation legislation in Delaware state, a third party
standard certification addressing the corporation’s promotion of the public benefits
is one of the standards instead of a permission for the establishment of Benefit
Corporation. Therefore, no matter the L3C or the Benefit Corporation, the
establishment doesn’t need to get the permission specifically, and has the same
establishment regulation as the general corporation.
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In the UK, the government created an independent public welfare officer as a
Regulator to manage the Community Interest Companies and responsible for the
registration of establishment. When the CIC applies for the establishment, it has to
propose a ‘Community Interest Report’ that has described its organizational
purpose for the Regulator, and the report has to include the ‘Community Interest
Statement’, which has the signature of the CIC directors. Moreover, the CIC in the
UK needs to get the approval from the Regulator when it starts to establish the
company.
In the South Korea, they created an independent department: Social
Enterprise Division under the Ministry of Labor for social enterprises, established
the Korea Social Enterprise Promotion Agency (KoSEA) for executing and
promoting the social enterprise policies, and set up the Social Enterprise Support
Committee to deliberate the basic plan for social enterprises and review the criteria
for the certification (Social Enterprise Promotion Act). According to the article 7
in the Social Enterprise Promotion Act, it has regulated that the Minister of Labor
shall certify anyone who plans to operate a social enterprise after meeting the
certification requirements. When the social enterprise is certified, the Minister of
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Labor will publish it in a governmental newspaper. Therefore, the establishment of
social enterprise in South Korea needs to get the certification first from the
government instead of the approval.
Through the above analysis, we can realize that the social enterprise
establishment under the draft of benefit corporation bill in Taiwan is similar with
the CIC establishment in the UK, they both need to obtain the approval from the
competent authority or the Regulator. However, the difference between the draft of
benefit corporation bill and the CIC regulation is that the CIC in the UK has
created an independent department and regulator for supervising and approve the
application of social enterprise, but the draft of benefit corporation bill is created
under the Company Act and the Ministry of Economic Affairs is the competent
authority. This will make the social enterprise development hard to promote and
expand in Taiwan because of lacking specific standards to follow and assistance
from the government or third party.
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4.3.6 The public interest purpose

According to the article 4 from the draft of benefit corporation bill, it has
defined the public interest purpose of the Benefit Corporation which includes
providing the products or services and creating job opportunities for specific
groups or areas; developing sustainable ecological environment; promoting human
rights and implementing social justice; the preservation, innovation, and
educational promotion of the art, culture, science, education, knowledge or
specialized professional skill; providing the assistance of the innovation and
development for the non-for-profit organizations; investing and fund raising or
financing to other benefit corporations; achieving other public benefits that general
society accounted.
In the USA, the L3C is defined to accomplish one or more charitable or
educational purposes within the meaning of the Internal Revenue Code but not
including the purposes of the political or legislative achievement. On the other
hand, according to the article 362 from the Delaware state Public Benefit
Corporation legislation, the public interest means a positive effect on one or more
categories of persons, entities, communities, or interests (other than stockholders
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in their capacities as stockholders) including, but not limited to, effects of an
artistic, charitable, cultural, economic, educational, environmental, literary,
medical, religious, scientific or technological nature.
Following the CIC regulation, the purpose of the community interest includes
the activities carried on for the benefit of the community, such as environmental
pollution research, consultant service, language and culture preservation,
community support, and so on.
According to the article 2 and 8 from the Social Enterprise Promotion Act, it
only indicates that the social purpose includes enhancing the quality of local
residents’ life by means of providing jobs or social services for the disadvantaged.
Therefore, we can realize that the public interest purpose of social enterprise
defined in most of the legislation have a broad definition except in Social
Enterprise Promotion Act, which focuses only on the job creation. Furthermore,
the purpose defined in the draft of benefit corporation bill has one part different
with other legislation, which is about the investing and fund raising or financing to
other benefit corporations, this means that the draft also encourages the social
investment enterprises establishment.
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4.3.7 The profit distribution

According to the article 7 in the draft of benefit corporation bill, it indicates
that the profit distribution should follow the regulations from the Company Act or
other legislation. In addition, the percentage or standards of the profit distribution
should be stated in the constitution of the Benefit Corporation. Moreover, through
the article 17 from the same draft of bill, it has regulated the total distributed
amount of dividends and shareholders’ bonuses may not exceed more than half of
the divisible surpluses. However, if the distributed bonuses of shareholders in the
fiscal year do not reach the percentage specified in the Article of Incorporation, it
should follow the resolution adopted by the meeting of shareholders to reserve as
the dividends in the following fiscal years or be transferred into the non-allocated
surpluses.
In the USA, both L3C and Benefit Corporation don’t have any specific
regulation about the profit distribution. However, in the UK, because the CIC
regulation followed the ‘asset lock’ principle, which ensures that assets are
retained within the company to support its activities or otherwise used to benefit
the community. Therefore, according to the section 22 in the CIC regulation 2005,
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it regulates that the share dividend cap should be that percentage of the paid up
value of a share in a relevant company which is 5% higher than the Bank of
England’s base lending rate; the aggregate dividend cap shall be 35% of the
divisible profits from a relevant company; and the interest cap, which is a
performance-related rate of interest should be that percentage of the average
amount of a community interest company’s debt, or the sum outstanding under a
debenture issued by it, during the 12 month period immediately preceding the date
on which the interest on that debt or debenture becomes due which is 4% higher
than the base lending rate from the Bank of England. This regulation made most of
the CICs experienced the obstacles of attracting the abundant of capital, and high
failure rate of the operation. Based on this experience, the UK government decided
to adjust the regulation, in 2013, it has canceled the limitation of the share
dividend cap to encourage the private investors invest the capital into the CICs,
and also raised the performance-related interest cap up to 20%. However, to
ensure the asset-lock principle of the CICs, the regulation about the aggregate
dividend cap didn’t change at all.
On the other hand, in the South Korea, according to the article 8 in the Social
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Enterprise Promotion Act, it has regulated that the profits can be distributed by
fiscal year, but 2/3 of the profits or more should be used for a social purpose.
According to the above analysis we can see how important the profit distribution is
through the regulation development history in the UK.

Table 4.9 the comparison of the restrictions of social enterprises’ profit distribution
Country
Legislation

Taiwan
The draft of

USA
Benefit

CIC

benefit

Corpor

regulation

corporation bill

ation

Restrictions

Dividends +

of profit
distribution

L3C

UK

None

None

South Korea
SEPA

20% upper

Divisible

shareholders’

limit of the

profits<= 1/3

bonuses <= 1/2

performance-r

profits

of the divisible

elated interest

surpluses

cap; aggregate
dividend<=
35% of the
divisible
profits

4.3.8 The alternation of organizational format

About the organizational format alternation we can follow the article 10 in the
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draft of benefit corporation bill, it has regulated that the general company is
allowed to alter to become a Benefit Corporation after it obtained the approval
from the competent authority, moreover, the opposing shareholders have appraisal
rights.
In the USA, the L3C regulation has regulated that a limited liability company
that intends to alter to a low-profit limited liability company shall amend its
articles of organization and set up charitable or educational purposes to satisfy the
requirements of L3C establishment. However, when the L3C that no longer
satisfies the requirements of the low-profit limited liability company regulation,
but still qualifies as a limited liability company, it is allow to continue to exist as a
limited liability company and shall promptly amend its articles of organization so
that its name and purpose no longer identify it as a L3C or low-profit limited
liability company (Illinois The Limited Liability Company Act). According to the
model benefit corporation legislation, in the article 104 it has regulated that an
existing corporation may become a benefit corporation by amending its articles of
incorporation and containing a statement that the corporation is a benefit
corporation, moreover, in order to be effective, the amendment must be adopted by
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at least the minimum status vote. In addition, in the article 105, it has regulated
that a benefit corporation may terminate its status by amending its articles of
incorporation; otherwise, through a merger, consolidation, conversion, or share
exchange would have the effect of terminating the status of a business corporation
as a benefit corporation.
In the UK, when the charity organization obtains the approval from the Charity
Commissioners or the Scottish Charity Regular, it can alter its organization to the
CIC (李涵, 2015), but the same entity cannot be both a CIC and a charity.
Moreover, the CIC is allowed to covert to the charitable organization when it is not
satisfy the qualification anymore by altering the articles of company, removing the
statement that the company is a community interest company and changing the
name to one that does not have a CIC designation, but the CIC limited by shares
does not allow to convert to a charitable company limited by guarantee (CIC
business activities: forms and step-by-step guidelines).
In the South Korea, because of the establishment of social enterprises in the
Social Enterprise Promotion Act adopts the certification system, therefore, there
are no problem of the organization alternation for the non-for-profit organization
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or association.
According to the comparison of the organizational alternation among different
legislation in the Table 4.10 below, we can see clearly that the draft of benefit
corporation bill in Taiwan only regulates a single way of the organizational
alternation from general company to benefit corporation. However, in the other
legislation from other countries all have bilateral or multiple ways of
organizational alternation.

Table 4.10 The comparison of the organizational formats alternation
Country

Taiwan

USA

USA

UK

South Korea

Legislation

The draft

L3C

Benefit

CIC

SEPA

Corporation

regulation

of benefit
corporatio
n bill
Organizatio

General

LLCçè

General

For-profit

For-profit

nal formats

company

L3C

companyçè

organization/

organization/

alternation

èBenefit

Benefit

NPOèCIC

NPOçèSo

Corporatio

Corporation

CICèNPO

cial

n

Enterprise
Social
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4.3.9 The public benefit report

About the public benefit report, we can follow the article 7 and 15 in the draft
of benefit corporation bill, the board of directors of the second type of Benefit
Corporation should prepare the public benefit report at the end of every fiscal year
by following the regulations and standards formulated and announced by the
competent authority. Moreover, the public benefit reports and financial statements
that have got the ratification from the general meeting of shareholders shall be
announced at the information declaration websites assigned by the competent
authority.
In the USA, according to the Illinois L3C regulation, it doesn’t require the L3C
to prepare the annual social impact report. However, following the article 366 from
the State of Delaware’s public benefit corporation law, it has regulated that a
public benefit corporation shall provide its stockholders with a statement as to the
corporation’s promotion of the public benefits identified in the certificate of
incorporation and the best interests of those materially affected by the
corporation’s conduct. Moreover, it requires the public benefit corporation to use a
third-party standard in connection with and/or attain a periodic third–party
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certification addressing the corporation’s promotion of the public benefit.
According to the section 26 of the CIC regulation, it has regulated that the
CICs shall prepare the community interest company report, including a fair and
accurate description of the manner, the amount of any dividend declared or
proposed to be declared, and provide to the CIC Regulator annually in the UK.
On the other hand, through the article 17 from the Social Enterprise Promotion
Act, it has also required the social enterprises in the South Korea shall prepare a
business report, including the business performance, interested parties participating
in decision making, etc., and then be delivered to the Minister of Labor until the
end of February every fiscal year.

Table 4.11 The comparison of the public benefit report standard management
Country

Taiwan

USA

UK

South Korea

Legislation

The draft of

Benefit

CIC regulation

SEPA

benefit

Corporation
Competent

Competent

corporation bill
Standard

Competent

The third party

management

authority

authority

authority

unit

(The Ministry

(Independent

(The Ministry

of Economic

department)

of Labor)

Affairs)
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4.3.10 The incentives

According to the article 18 and 19 in the draft of benefit corporation bill, it
regulates that the undistributed surplus earnings of the benefit corporation in the
fiscal year may exempt from the 10% of the Profit-seeking Enterprise Income Tax.
Moreover, to encourage the development of the benefit corporations, the
competent authority shall, in conjunction with related departments to consult and
agreed the tax preference and other related incentives, such as relaxing the
limitation of the donation from the charitable organizations…and so on. But in this
draft, it doesn’t provide clear policies or regulations about the incentives for
benefit corporations.
However, both L3C regulation and Benefit Corporation legislation, which is
the main reference to the draft of benefit corporation bill, have no any regulation
related to the incentives and tax exemption policy for the social enterprises in the
USA.
Following the CIC regulation, there are no tax exemption or other incentive
policies for the community interest companies in the UK. However, in 2014, the
government published the Social Investment Tax Relief (SITR) to incentivize
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social investment through the personal tax system by setting up the rate of income
tax relief for investment in a Social Venture Capital Trust (Social VCT) at 30%,
the investors will pay no tax on dividends received from a Social VCT or capital
gains tax on disposals of shares in Social VCTs.
In the South Korea, the connected companies, which means the enterprises
which provide the social enterprises with various supports including financial
assistance, managerial consultation, etc., may receive the national and local taxes
relief from the nation or local government by following the article 17 in the Social
Enterprise Promotion Act.
According to the above analysis and the comparative table below (Table 4.12),
we can see that no matter the social enterprises legislation in the UK, USA, and
South Korea, all of them do not provide incentives or tax preferences to the social
enterprises. However, the CIC and SEPA have provided the tax incentives for the
social investors. By comparison, the draft of benefit corporation bill provides 10%
tax exemption of the undistributed surplus earnings for the benefit corporations.
But there is no specific regulation in the draft about how the benefit corporations
use the undistributed surplus earnings. Therefore, the tax relief regulation in the
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draft might create some problems about the social purpose of Benefit Corporation
especially when the social enterprise legislation just formed in Taiwan.

Table 4.12 The comparison of the tax relief benefit for social enterprises
Country

Taiwan

USA

South

USA

UK

Benefit

CIC

Corporation

regulation

Korea

The draft of
Legislation

benefit
corporation

L3C

SEPA

bill
Tax

relief

benefit

for

social

tax

X

X

social

X

Tax

relief

benefit

X

exemption

enterprises
Tax

10% income

for

X

X

X

investors

exemption

National

on dividend

and local

received or

taxes relief

capital gains
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Chapter 5 Conclusion and Limitation
5.1 Conclusion and Suggestions
According to the comparison and analysis above, in this chapter, I’ll aim on the
research questions in this study, conclude all of the findings and problems from the
draft of benefit corporation bill and the current social enterprise environment, and
provide the related suggestions:
1) Whether the content of the draft of benefit corporation bill is in line with
the nature of social enterprise or not?
Through the literature review in chapter 2, we realized that the nature of
social enterprise is how the social mission of the organization is embedded in
its structure and the governance; and the way how the enterprise uses the
profits that it generates through trading activities. The definition of the social
enterprise from the draft of benefit corporation bill is a corporation that has the
main operating goal of promoting the public welfare and follows the
regulations in the draft of the bill and the Company Act to organize, register
and establish the company. In this draft, it has defined the social purpose range
and formulated the organizational structure, decision making system, and
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public benefit report regulations for the social enterprises, however, it does not
regulate how the social enterprises use their undistributed profits, which means
that this draft does not satisfy the requirement of the nature of social enterprise.
2) Does the draft of benefit corporation bill suitable for the social enterprise
environment in Taiwan?
a) A controversial and biased competent authority.
According to the article 5 in the draft of benefit corporation bill has
showed that the Ministry of Economic Affairs is the competent authority of the
bill. However, the Ministry of Economic Affairs as the competent authority
might be biased because of its scope of management, this is not beneficial to
the development of the social enterprises established by the non-for-profit
organizations and is probably happening the unfair circumstances.
Therefore, I suggest that the Taiwanese government may refer to the UK
and establish an independent department, which will not be controlled by the
Ministry of Economic Affairs or other departments, to responsible for the
promotion, management, and formulation of related regulations of the social
enterprises.
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b) The organization established format is too simple.
According to the analysis result in the last chapter, we can realize that
the legal organization format regulated in the draft of benefit corporation bill
only allowed the format of the company limited by shares to apply as a
benefit corporation rather than including all types of the corporation format
and associations, comparing to other legislation in the USA, UK and South
Korea, it is too simplex. However, the social enterprise is a kind of
organization type between for-profit corporation and non-for-profit
organization, therefore, it should include both of the types of a for-profit
corporation contains the social purpose from non-for-profit organizations, and
a non-for-profit organization utilizes the operational skills from for-profit
corporations.
In my opinion, I suggest that the draft of benefit corporation bill shall
expand more types of applicable organizational formats, including the
company limited by shares, limited company, association, and foundation. On
the other hand, because that there is lack of an independent regulation for
non-for-profit organization management in Taiwan. Therefore, to avoid the
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unscrupulous people to take advantage of establishing the social enterprises
by non-for-profit organizations to earn the money, when the government is
promoting the social enterprise regulation, it may also plan and promote the
NPO management designed legislation at the same time.

c) The regulation of alternation among different organization types does
not complete.
The draft of benefit corporation bill only regulates the alternation from
general company to Benefit Corporation, however, there is no any regulation
about how the existing Benefit Corporation converts to the general company
or charitable organization and how the charitable organization converts to the
benefit corporation. Moreover, there are a lot of non-for-profit organizations
facing the financial obstacle and competition of grants and government
subsidy problems.
To help the non-for-profit organizations to own the ability of financial
self-sufficiency, and also help the benefit corporations, which cannot continue
the operation or satisfy the requirements, to use the experiences and resources
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they accumulated before to improve the society and create value continuously
through converting into different organization formats and operating
continuously. Therefore, I suggest the draft of benefit corporation bill may
refer to the CIC regulation from the UK to increase and formulate additional
regulations for conversion among different kinds of organizational formats.

d) A public interest purpose, which is beneficial to the financial
foundation.
Because that the investing and fund raising or financing to other benefit
corporations is one of the social purposes in the article 4 from the draft of
benefit corporation bill, however, the draft only aims on the foundation as the
target, and the Benefit Corporation, which is established by the foundation,
doesn’t need to obtain the approval from the competent authority first. This
might make the Benefit Corporation become another new channel to gain
profits for the financial groups.
Therefore, I suggest that the draft of benefit corporation bill shall expand
the target organizations, including not only foundations, but also associations
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are allowed to establish or invest the benefit corporations after obtaining the
approval from the competent authority by referring to the regulations from the
UK.

e) Without a clear usage regulation of undistributed profits and the rest
of the divisible profits after allocating.
According to the article 17 in the draft of benefit corporation bill, it has
regulated how the benefit corporations distribute their profits. However, it does
not regulate or restrict how do the benefit corporations use the indivisible
surplus earnings and the rest of the divisible surplus earnings after allocating,
this might create the risk and possibility of being beneficial to the owner or the
person in charge of the benefit corporation.
Therefore, I suggest that the draft should add the restriction and additional
regulation about the indivisible surplus earnings and the rest of the divisible
surplus earnings after allocating can only use on the reinvestment related to the
organization’s social purposes.
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f)

A biased audit regulation of the public benefit report.
Although the regulation of public benefit report in the draft of benefit

corporation bill was mainly referred to the Benefit Corporation Law from the
USA, however, the audit of public benefit report only need to follow the
standards formulated by the competent authority of the draft instead of
allowing the benefit corporation to get the audit certification from the
certificated third-party that is regulated in the Benefit Corporation Law in the
USA, or establishing an independent department to audit as in the UK.
Therefore, this will make the benefit corporations have less flexibility and will
make the competent authority to be biased and inefficiency on the report
auditing easily, which means the benefit corporation that has a good relation
with the government will be more successful when its annual public benefit
report be audited. Because whether the public report satisfies the standards or
not, it all depends on the competent authority rather than some equitable third
parties.
I suggest that the draft of benefit corporation bill shall regulate each
necessary item and detail of the standards clearly for the public benefit report,
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and allow the third-parties that are certified by the government to audit the
benefit corporations, that means if the public benefit report has been audited by
the certificated third-party and received the certification will also become a
qualified report. Otherwise, to improve the efficiency of the report checking,
the government can refer to the UK to create an independent department to
manage the benefit corporations and audit the public benefit report.
Furthermore, because in the draft of benefit corporation bill has regulated the
profit distribution as the CIC in the UK, therefore, the draft should also include
the dividend declaration into the public report standards.

g) An inappropriate tax relief policy without strict regulation.
Through the article 18 in the draft of benefit corporation bill, we can see
that the target of the tax relief benefit is all kinds of the benefit corporations
and provide them 10% tax exemption on their indivisible profits. However,
there is no any restriction and regulation about how to use the indivisible
profits in the draft. Thus, it might make the benefit corporations become one of
the tax avoidance channels for the financial groups.
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To provide the financial assistance for the start-up benefit corporation, i
suggest that the competent authority may restrict the tax benefit target that only
aim at the start-up benefit corporation for 3 years since they established, and
add the regulation in the draft that the indivisible profits can only use on the
investments related to the social purposes stated in its article of organization.
Moreover, the tax relief can also refer to the CIC from the UK and the SEPA
from the South Korea, aiming at the social enterprise investors rather that the
social enterprises, and providing the tax relief benefits to the investors when
they invest the social enterprise or provide the financial assistance, to promote
and increase the interest of the social investment and help the social enterprises
to overcome the financial obstacles.
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5.2 Limitations and future research suggestions
Considering the limitation in this study, it focused only on the literature review
and the document analysis, but lack of the interview with the drafter and Taiwanese
social enterprise founders or operators. On the other hand, the draft of social
enterprise development legislation that was planned by the Ministry of Labor is still
designing and has not publicly published yet. Therefore, it’s hard for the researcher
in this research to study the detail about the draft of social enterprise development
legislation and to compare it with the draft of benefit corporation bill. Thus, for the
researchers in the future, I provide following suggestions for studying the related
studies:
1)

The researchers in the future can use the result of this study as the basis to

interview with the Taiwanese social enterprise founder, investors, customers, and
non-for-profit organization’s founder or manager. According to the result of the
interview with these stakeholders to figure out that if the suggestions in this study
are appropriate for the market and society in Taiwan or not.
2)

In the future, when the draft of social enterprise development legislation

publishing in the public, the researchers may base on this study and compare it with
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the draft of social enterprise development legislation to see if in the draft has solved
the problems from the draft of benefit corporation bill that this study has pointed
out in the result.
3)

When the draft of social enterprise development legislation publishing in the

public, the researchers may also interview with the founders or managers of
non-for-profit organizations and social enterprises to evaluate the suitability of the
draft.
4)

Moreover, the researchers can make an investigation with the customers of

social enterprises and the donators of non-for-profit organizations to estimate what
key points make them support the social enterprises, and how do they feel about the
social enterprises after the legislation implemented. Thus, we can know if the draft
can improve or decrease the trust between the customers and social enterprises, and
know if the social enterprises can develop sustainably in Taiwan in the future.
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Appendix
1. 公益公司法草案 (the draft of benefit corporation bill)

Articles (in Chinese)
第⼀條

為⿎勵新創公益事業，確⽴公益公司之監理機制並促進公共利益，特

制定本法。
第⼆條

公益公司之設⽴、管理及監督，依本法之規定；本法未規定者，依公

司法及其他法律之規定。惟就本法或公司法、證券交易法及其他相關法規對同⼀
事項之規定，與公益公司之事業性質有所牴觸者，應排除其他法規之適⽤。
第三條

本法之主管機關為經濟部。

第四條

本法所稱公益公司，謂以公益之促進為公司營運之主要宗旨，⽽依照

本法及公司法組織、登記、成⽴⽽具有下列事業性質之公司：
⼀、設有明確之公益⽬的。
⼆、設有可執⾏的公益計劃。
三、設有可獲利的營運規劃。
四、公司之決策應以公司章程所載公益⽬的及對利害關係⼈之影響為
⾸要考量。
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五、盈餘分配及財產清算依本法規定。
本法所稱公益⽬的，應包括以下任⼀⽬的：
⼀、為兒童及少年、中⾼齡者、⾝⼼障礙者、原住民、⾧期失業者或其他有
扶助必要者產品或服務之提供。
⼆、為特定族群或特定區域就業機會之創造。
三、⾧期照護或其他醫病照顧之服務提供。
四、被害⼈保護或其他法律扶助之提供。
五、環境⽣態永續發展。
六、⼈權促進及社會正義落實。
七、藝術、⽂化、科學、教育、知識或專⾨職業技術之保存、創
新及教育推廣。
⼋、協助⾮營利事業創新發展。
九、對其他公益公司之投資及資⾦之募集或融通。
⼗、其他⼀般社會通念認定之具體公益之實現。
本法所稱利害關係⼈，係指公司章程所載之公益⽬的所得特定之預定
受益⼈。
公益公司類型如下：
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⼀、第⼀類公益公司：公司得免申報及公告其公益報告，惟欲適⽤公益公司
相關稅捐優惠及獎助辦法者，應符合第⼆類公益公司之規定。
⼆、第⼆類公益公司：公司每會計年度終了應依本法第⼗五條及第⼗六條申
報及公告其公益報告。
第五條

公益公司之組織，以股份有限公司為限。
公開發⾏及掛牌交易之公益公司，應以第⼆類公益公司為限。

第六條

⾮公益公司，不得使⽤公益公司之名稱或易於使⼈誤認其為公益公司

之名稱。
第七條

公益公司之章程，除公司法及他法規定之事項外，並應載明下列事項：

⼀、明確之公益⽬的，且以該公益⽬的為公司營運宗旨。
⼆、公司之決策應以公司章程所載公益⽬的及對利害關係⼈之影響為考量。
三、盈餘分派及財產清算之⽐例或標準。
四、公益報告編列、申報及公告之規定。
五、依法應設置獨⽴董事者，其獨⽴董事之⼈數及設置辦法。
第⼋條

申請設⽴公益公司者，其申請書件應載明公司公益⽬的及預定實施之

公益計畫。申請設⽴第⼆類公益公司者應併附營運規劃。
主管機關為前項許可時，應由主管機關或其委託⾮以營利為⽬的之專
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業認證機構審酌公司公益⽬的及公益計畫與營運規劃之妥適性及可⾏性。
主管機關為第⼀項許可前，如認必要，得要求申請⼈向⽬的事業主管
機關報備，⽽由主管機關於受理申請⼈第⼀項申請後⼀個⽉內轉送相關⽂件
與⽬的事業主管機關；倘該⽬的事業主管機關未於受理前開轉送⽂件後⼀個
⽉內表達反對意⾒者，主管機關得逕為第⼀項之許可或否准。
申請⼈之業務範圍、公益計畫或營運規劃有違公司章程所載公益⽬的及
本法宗旨者，主管機關為第⼀項之許可時，應限期命其調整。否准公益公司
設⽴及變更登記之通知書，應載明理由及申請⼈不服之救濟程序。
公益公司之登記事項及其變更辦法，由主管機關另定之。所稱辦法，包
括申請⼈、申請書表、申請⽅式、申請期限及其他相關事項。
第九條

公益公司設⽴後，對於第⼋條申報之事項擬予變更者，應報經主管機

關許可，並辦理公司變更登記。
第⼗條

既存公司得依第⼋條規定經主管機關許可後，變更登記為公益公司，

並於章程載明第七條規定所列事項。
前項事業性質之變更應經董事會決議及代表已發⾏股份總數三分之⼆
以上股東出席，以出席股東表決權⼆分之⼀以上同意⾏之。
股東於股東會為第⼀項決議前，已以書⾯通知公司反對該項⾏為之意
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思表⽰，並於股東會已為反對者，得請求公司以當時公平價格，收買其所有
之股份。
第⼗⼀條 第⼆類公益公司應設置⼀⼈以上獨⽴董事。
獨⽴董事應於執⾏業務範圍內保持獨⽴性，不得與公司有直接或間接
之利害關係。其專業資格、持股與兼職限制、獨⽴性之認定、提名⽅式及其
他應遵⾏事項之辦法，由主管機關另定之。
有下列情事之⼀者，不得充任獨⽴董事，其已充任者，當然解任：
⼀、有公司法第三⼗條各款情事之⼀。
⼆、依公司法第⼆⼗七條規定以政府、法⼈或其代表⼈當選。
三、違反依前項所定獨⽴董事之資格。
獨⽴董事因故解任，致⼈數不⾜第⼀項或章程規定者，應於最近⼀次
股東會補選之。獨⽴董事均解任時，公司應⾃事實發⽣之⽇起六⼗⽇內，召
開股東臨時會補選之。
第⼗⼆條

公益公司得於中華民國境內設⽴從屬公司，惟該從屬公司以公益公司

為限。
依本法第⼗條變更為公益公司之既存公司，其既存之從屬公司若位於
中華民國境內者，應與既存公司同時依第⼗條申請變更許可，或由控制公司
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於⼀定期限內處分其對該從屬公司之已發⾏有表決權股份或資本額及直接、
間接選任或指派之董事⼈數⾄不具控制與從屬關係。
從屬公司依前項規定變更為公益公司者，依本法第⼗條規定。
第⼗三條

公益公司投資外國事業及⾮公益公司之總⾦額，合計不得超過前⼀年

度未分派盈餘之百分之⼗。但有特殊需要經專案核准者，不在此限。
公司因接受被投資公司以盈餘或公積增資配股所得之股份，不計⼊前
項投資總額。
以本法第四條第⼆項第九款為公益⽬的者，不受第⼀項限制。
第⼗四條

財團法⼈得依本法投資或設⽴第⼆類公益公司。
依前項被投資或設⽴之第⼆類公益公司，其公益⽬的應與設⽴或投資

之財團法⼈之⽬的相符。
第⼗五條

每會計年度終了，第⼆類公益公司之董事會應依主管機關訂定及公告

之編製準則編造公益報告。
第⼆類公益公司之年度財務報告應經會計師查核簽證。
公益報告、營業報告書、財務報表及盈餘分派或虧損撥補之議案應於
股東常會開會三⼗⽇前交監察⼈查核，並於股東常會開會⼗⽇前備置於公司
供股東單獨或偕同其所委託之律師或會計師隨時查閱。
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董事會應將經監察⼈查核之年度公益報告及各項表冊，提出於股東常
會請求承認。
經股東常會承認之公益報告及財務報表應公告於主管機關指定之資訊
申報網站，於公益報告及財務報表之電⼦檔案完成傳輸後，即視為已依規定
完成公告申報。但若公益報告載有牽涉公司營業秘密或依個⼈資料保護法應
隱匿之事項者，公司得於公告時隱匿刪除之。
公益公司設置審計委員會者，本法、公司法及其他法律對於監察⼈之
規定，於審計委員會準⽤之。
第⼗六條

公益報告應載明下列資訊：

⼀、公司於該會計年度就章程所載公益⽬的，其公益計畫執⾏之⽅式
與成效暨執⾏之阻礙及預訂解決⽅案。
⼆、次年度之公益計劃與執⾏⽅式。
三、持有公司在外發⾏百分之五以上之股東名冊。
四、關係⼈交易之資訊。
前項公益報告應經董事⾧、經理⼈及會計主管簽名或蓋章，並出具公
益報告內容無虛偽或隱匿之聲明。
第⼗七條

公益公司之員⼯紅利、董事、監察⼈及其他負責⼈之酬勞、股息及
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股東紅利之分派總額，總計不得⾼於依公司法規定彌補虧損、完納稅捐並提出法
定盈餘公積後當年度可分派盈餘之⼆分之⼀。
當年度分派之股東紅利未達章程所訂⽐例時，得經股東會決議留供
未來年度分派或轉為不得分派之盈餘。前述得供未來年度分派股利之累積未
分配盈餘應揭露於財務報告。
公益公司之章程應訂明員⼯分紅⽐例及分配股票紅利之對象，包括符
合⼀定條件之從屬公司員⼯。
公益公司解散後，除與其他公益公司合併之情形外，其賸餘財產於清
償債務後屬第⼀項及第⼆項不得分派之盈餘者，應依⽐例依下列⽅式擇⼀或
合併辦理：
⼀、贈與其他公益公司。
⼆、報經主管機關核定，捐贈予公、私⽴學校之學校法⼈，或辦理社會福利、
教育、⽂化事業之財團法⼈。
三、歸屬於公益公司所在地之直轄市、縣（市）。
直轄市、縣（市）政府運⽤前項公益公司之賸餘財產，以辦理教育⽂
化、社會福利事項為限。
第⼗⼋條

公益公司當年度不得分派之盈餘免加徵百分之⼗營利事業所得稅，
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不適⽤所得稅法第六⼗六條之九規定。
第⼗九條

主管機關應會同相關部會，協商議定公益公司之租稅優惠及相關獎

勵辦法。
第⼆⼗條

第⼀類公益公司欲準⽤本法及相關法規之稅捐優惠及獎助辦法者，

應於前⼀會計年度起，準⽤第⼆類公益公司之規定。
第⼆⼗⼀條

為確保公司之健全經營，主管機關得於必要時令公益公司於限期內

提供與章程所定公益⽬的相關之交易資訊或其他有關資料。
應依前項提出⽂書之公益公司不得隱匿毀損、屆期不提報或不實提報
主管機關指定之資料。
第⼆⼗⼆條

公益報告之編製未合乎主管機關所定編製準則者，或公益公司有

違反法令、章程或顯然未依章程所定公益⽬的營運時，主管機關及⽬的事業主管
機關除得予以糾正、限期令其改善外，並得視情節之輕重，為下列處分：
⼀、廢⽌公益公司之扣抵稅額許可或投資抵減許可。
⼆、由公司所在地之稅捐稽徵機關追繳公司因公益公司相關法規及計畫⽽扣
抵之稅額，及適⽤相關投資抵減之公益公司股東已抵減之稅額。
三、令其處分持有其他公司之股份，或令降低其對投資事業持有之已發⾏有
表決權股份或資本額及直接、間接選任或指派之董事⼈數⾄合乎本法規定。
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四、令變更登記為⾮公益公司。
五、其他必要之處置。
公益公司應依前項規定追繳稅額、處分持股、降低資本額或董事⼈數
或變更登記，⽽未於期限內追繳、處分、降低或變更完成者，主管機關得令
其進⾏解散及清算。
第⼆⼗三條

就公益公司之相關租稅優惠及獎勵辦法，除本法或其他法規另有

規定外，由主管機關會同相關部會協商議定之。
第⼆⼗四條

本法⾃中華民國[]年[]⽉[]⽇施⾏

(source from : ⽴法院第 8 屆第 4 會期第 18 次會議議案關係⽂書 院總第 1775 號 委
員提案第 16056 號)
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2. Social Enterprise Promotion Act
Enacted by Act No. 8217, Jan. 3, 2007
Amended by Act No. 8361, Apr. 11, 2007
Article 1

Article 2

Article 3

Article 4

(Purpose)
The purpose of this Act is to contribute to the integration of society as well
as to the enhancement of the quality of the people's life thereof, by means
of expanding social services, which are not sufficiently provided in society,
and creating jobs.
(Definitions)
For the purpose this Act, the definitions of terms shall be as follows:
(1) The term "social enterprise" used in this Act means an organization
which is engaged in business activities of producing and selling goods and
services while pursuing a social purpose of enhancing the quality of local
residents' life by means of providing social services and creating jobs for
the disadvantaged, as an enterprise certified according to the
requirements prescribed in Article 7;
(2) The term "the disadvantaged" used in this Act means people who have
difficulty in purchasing social services necessary to themselves for a
market price, the detailed criteria thereof shall be determined by the
Presidential Decree;
(3) The term "social service" used in this Act refers to service in education,
health, social welfare, environment and culture and other service
proportionate to this, whose area is prescribed by the Presidential Decree;
(4) The term "connected enterprise" used in this Act means an enterprise
which provides a certain social enterprise with various support including
financial assistance, management consultation, etc. and is a personally,
materially and legally independent entity of the social enterprise; and
(5) The term "connected local government" used in this Act refers to a
local government which provides administrative and financial supports for
a certain social enterprise with the aim to expand social service and create
jobs for the sake of local residents.
(Functions and Responsibilities by Each Operating Entity)
(1) The nation shall draw up support measures for a social enterprise and
pursue necessary measures comprehensively for the purpose of social
service expansion and job creation.
(2) A local government shall draw up and carry out support measures for a
social enterprise in consideration of local characteristics.
(3) A social enterprise shall make efforts to reinvest profits created by
business activities in the maintenance and expansion of social enterprises.
(4) A connected enterprise shall not gain profits made by a social
enterprise.
(Social Enterprise Support Committee)
(1) In order to deliberate on the following subparagraphs on social
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Article 5

Article 6

Article 7

enterprises, the Social Enterprise Support Committee (hereinafter referred
to as “the Support Committee”) shall be placed under the Minister of
Labor:
1. Deliberation of the basic plan for social enterprise support under Article
5;
2. Matters concerning the review criteria for the certification of a social
enterprise under Article 7;
3. Certification of a social enterprise under Article 7; and 4. Other matters
necessary for the support of social enterprise determined by the
Presidential Decree.
(2) The Committee shall be composed of not exceeding 15 members
including one Chairman. The Chairman shall be the Vice Minister of
Labor, and the members shall be appointed by the Minister of Labor out of
persons with deep knowledge and experience concerning public officials of
the related central administrative agency and social enterprises determined
by the Presidential Decree.
(3) Necessary matters concerning the operation of the Committee shall be
decided by the Ordinance of the Ministry of Labor.
(Establishment of the Basic Plan for Social Enterprise Support)
(1) The Minister of Labor shall establish the Basic Plan for Social
Enterprise Support (hereinafter referred to as “the basic plan”) every five
years after the deliberation of the Support Committee with the aim to
promote social enterprises and support them systematically.
(2) The Basic Plan shall include the following subparagraphs:
1. Direction to promote the support for social enterprises;
2. Matters concerning conditions creation to promote social enterprises;
3. Matters concerning the operation support for social enterprises;and
4. Other matters as determined by the Presidential Decree for the purpose
of promotion of and support for social enterprises.
(3) The Minister of Labor shall establish and carry out the annual
implementation plan every year according to the basic plan.
(4) Matters necessary for the establishment and implementation of the
basic plan and the annual implementation plan shall be determined by the
Presidential Decree.
(Research on the Actual Conditions)
The Minister of Labor shall conduct research on the actual conditions of
activities done by social enterprises every five years and notify the result to
the Support Committee.
(Certification of Social Enterprises)
(1) Anyone who intends to run a social enterprise shall be certified by the
Minister of Labor after meeting the certification requirements under Article
8.
(2) When certifying as referred to in paragraph (1), the Minister of Labor
shall go through the deliberation of the Support Committee.
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Article 8

Article 9

(Certification requirements and Procedures of Social Enterprise)
(1) Anyone who intends to be certified as a social enterprise shall fall
under any of the following subparagraph:
1. Having the form of organization determined by the Presidential Decree
such as a corporation and association under the Civil Law or a company
and non-profit private organization, etc. under the Commercial Act;
2. Carrying out business activities including production, sale, etc. of goods
and services by hiring a paid employee;
3. The main purpose of the organization concerned shall be to realize a
social purpose such as enhancing the quality of local residents' life by
means of providing jobs or social services for the disadvantaged. In this
case, the specific determination criteria shall be decided by the
Presidential Decree;
4. Having a decision making process in which persons concerned such as
service recipients, workers, etc. participate;
5. Profits made by business activities shall be more than the criteria
determined by the Presidential Decree;
6. Having articles of association, rules, etc. in accordance with Article 9;
7. When there are profits that can be distributed by fiscal year, 2/3 of the
profits or more shall be spent for a social purpose (limited to a company
under the Commercial Law); and
8. Having other matters determined by the Presidential Decree.
(2) When certifying a social enterprise, the Minister of Labor shall publish
it in a governmental newspaper.
(3) Matters necessary for certification requirements and procedures of a
social enterprise shall be determined by the Ordinance of the Ministry of
Labor.
(Articles of Association, etc.)
(1) Anyone who intends to be certified as a social enterprise shall have the
articles of association, rules, etc. (hereinafter referred to as "the articles of
association, etc.") stating the following subparagraphs:
1. Purpose;
2. Contents of business;
3. Title;
4. Location of the main office;
5. Form and operating method of organization and governance,
and decision making process of important matters;
6. Matters concerning profit sharing and re-investment;
7. Matters concerning contribution and financing;
8. Matters concerning the composition as well as appointment
and dismissal of engaged persons;
9. Matters concerning dissolution and liquidation (when a
company under the Commercial Law has remaining asset
that can be distributed, 2/3 of the remaining asset or
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Article 10

Article 11

Article 12

Article 13

Article 14

more shall be donated to other social enterprise, fund for
public interests, etc.); and
10. Other matters as determined by the Presidential Decree
(2) When there is an alteration in the articles of association according to
paragraph (1), this shall be reported to the Minister of Labor within 14 days
of the day of alteration.
(Operation Support, etc.)
(1) The Minister of Labor may provide various support such as specialized
advice, information, etc. in areas of administration, technology, tax, labor,
accounting, etc. which is needed for the operation of a social enterprise.
(2) The Minister of Labor may entrust the support business under
paragraph (1) to a government-invested agency or a private organization
determined by the Presidential Decree.
(Support for Facility Expenses, etc.)
The nation or a local government may support or finance site expenses,
facility expenses, etc. or lease state-owned land and co-owned land, which
is necessary for the establishment or operation of a social enterprise.
(Prior Purchasing of Public Institution)
(1) The head of a public institution under Article 2(8) of the Promotion of
Small and Medium Enterprises and Encouragement of Purchase of Their
Products Act (hereinafter referred to as "the head of a public institution")
shall promote the prior purchasing of goods and services produced by a
social enterprise.
(2) When the head of a public institution draws up a purchasing plan
according to Article 12(1) of the Promotion of Small and Medium
Enterprises and Encouragement of Purchase of Their Products Act, he shall
divide the purchasing plan of goods and services produced by a social
enterprise and include it in the purchasing plan. <Amended by Act No.
8361, Apr. 11, 2007>
(Tax Reduction and Support for Social Insurance Premium)
(1) The nation and a local government may reduce national tax and local
tax as determined by the Corporate Tax Act, the Restriction of Special
Taxation Act, and the Local Tax Act.
(2) The nation may support a part of employment insurance premium and
industrial accident compensation insurance premium according to the Act
on the Collection, etc. Of Employment Insurance and Industrial Accident
Compensation Insurance Premium, insurance premium according to the
National Health Insurance Act, and pension insurance premium according
to the National Pension Act.
(Financial Assistance for a Social Enterprise Providing Social Service)
(1) The Minister of Labor may provide a social enterprise providing social
service with financial support such as labor costs, operating expenses,
consultation expenses, etc. within the limit of the budget through public
recruitment and examination.
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Article 15

Article 16

Article 17

Article 18

Article 19

Article 20

(2) When providing assistance for a social enterprise which is connected to
a company or a local government prescribed in paragraph (1), the Minister
of Labor may provide additional support of business expenses in
consideration of the financial support conditions of a connected company
or a connected local government.
(3) Matters necessary for the selection requisites, examination procedure,
etc. of the object of financial support shall be determined by the Ordinance
of the Ministry of Labor.
(Responsibility Limit of a Connected Company)
A connected company shall not hold the employment responsibility for a
worker of a social enterprise.
(Tax Reduction for a Connected Company)
The nation or a local government may reduce national tax and local tax for
a connected company as determined by the Corporate Tax Act, the
Restriction of Special Taxation Act, and the Local Tax Act.
(Report, etc.)
(1) A social enterprise shall draw up a business report stating matters
determined by the Ordinance of the Ministry of Labor including
business performance, interested parties' participation in decision
making, etc. and submit it to the Minister of Labor until the end of
February every fiscal year.
(2) The Minister of Labor shall instruct and supervise a social enterprise,
and if deemed necessary, he/she may give a social enterprise and its
member an order to make a report or submit a related document necessary
for the business.
(3) The Minister of Labor may, if necessary, give a corrective order after
reviewing the report or instructing and supervising under paragraph (1) and
(2).
(Cancellation of Certification)
(1) The Minister of Labor may cancel a certification when a social
enterprise falls one of the following subparagraphs:
1. In case the person gets certification in false or other fraudulent ways;
and
2. In case the person fails to have certification requirements under Article
8.
(2) The Minister of Labor shall hold a hearing in case of cancelling a
certification under paragraph (1).
(3) Specific criteria and detailed procedures of a certification cancellation
shall be determined in accordance with the standards set by the Ordinance
of the Ministry of Labor.
(Restriction of the Use of Similar Title)
Anyone who is not a social enterprise shall not use the title of social
enterprise or a similar title.
(Delegation of Authority)
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Article 21

Part of the authority given to the Minister of Labor under this Act may be
delegated to the head of a local government or the head of an employment
security agency under the requirements prescribed by the Presidential
Decree.
(Fine for Negligence)
(1) A person who falls under any of the following subparagraphs shall be
punished by a fine for negligence not exceeding ten million won:
1. A person who fails to comply with an corrective order under Article 17
(3); and
2. A person who uses a social enterprise or a similar title in violation of
Article 19.
(2) A person who falls under any of the following subparagraphs shall be
punished by a fine for negligence not exceeding five million won:
1. A person who fails to comply with his/her duty to report the alteration of
the articles of association, etc. under Article 9 (2);
2. A person who is negligent in his/her duty to draw up and submit a
business report according to Article 17 (1) or makes a report in false or
other fraudulent ways; and
3. A person who fails to make a report or submit a document according to
Article 17 (2), or makes a false report.
(3) The fine for negligence under paragraph (1) and (2) shall be imposed
and collected by the Minister of Labor under the requirements prescribed
by the Presidential Decree.
(4) A person who is dissatisfied with the imposition of a fine for
negligence under paragraph (3) may raise an objection against the Minister
of Labor within 30 days of the notification of the imposition.
(5) If a person on whom a fine for negligence is imposed under paragraph
(3), raises an objection pursuant to paragraph (4), the Minister of Labor
shall notify the competent court thereof without delay, and the competent
court shall try the case under the Non-contentious Case Litigation
Procedure Act.
(6) If a person fails to pay a fine for negligence without raising an
objection within the period prescribed in paragraph(4), the fine for
negligence shall be collected in accordance with the examples of
disposition of national taxes in arrears.
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3. The Public Benefit Corporations regulations (State of Delaware)
§ 361 Law applicable to public benefit corporations; how formed.
This subchapter applies to all public benefit corporations, as defined in § 362 of
this title. If a corporation elects to become a public benefit corporation under this
subchapter in the manner prescribed in this subchapter, it shall be subject in all
respects to the provisions of this chapter, except to the extent this subchapter imposes
additional or different requirements, in which case such requirements shall apply.
79 Del. Laws, c. 122, § 8.;
§ 362 Public benefit corporation defined; contents of certificate of incorporation.
(a) A "public benefit corporation" is a for-profit corporation organized under
and subject to the requirements of this chapter that is intended to produce a
public benefit or public benefits and to operate in a responsible and sustainable
manner. To that end, a public benefit corporation shall be managed in a manner
that balances the stockholders' pecuniary interests, the best interests of those
materially affected by the corporation's conduct, and the public benefit or public
benefits identified in its certificate of incorporation. In the certificate of
incorporation, a public benefit corporation shall:
(1) Identify within its statement of business or purpose pursuant to §
102(a)(3) of this title 1 or more specific public benefits to be promoted by the
corporation; and
(2) State within its heading that it is a public benefit corporation.
(b) "Public benefit" means a positive effect (or reduction of negative effects) on
1 or more categories of persons, entities, communities or interests (other than
stockholders in their capacities as stockholders) including, but not limited to,
effects of an artistic, charitable, cultural, economic, educational, environmental,
literary, medical, religious, scientific or technological nature. "Public benefit
provisions" means the provisions of a certificate of incorporation contemplated
by this subchapter.
(c) The name of the public benefit corporation may contain the words "public
benefit corporation," or the abbreviation "P.B.C.," or the designation "PBC,"
which shall be deemed to satisfy the requirements of § 102(a)(l)(i) of this title. If
the name does not contain such language, the corporation shall, prior to issuing
unissued shares of stock or disposing of treasury shares, provide notice to any
person to whom such stock is issued or who acquires such treasury shares that it
is a public benefit corporation; provided that such notice need not be provided if
the issuance or disposal is pursuant to an offering registered under the Securities
Act of 1933 [15 U.S.C. § 77r et seq.] or if, at the time of issuance or disposal, the
corporation has a class of securities that is registered under the Securities
Exchange Act of 1934 [15 U.S.C. § 78a et seq.].
79 Del. Laws, c. 122, § 8; 80 Del. Laws, c. 40, § 11.;
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§ 363 Certain amendments and mergers; votes required; appraisal rights [For
application of this section, see 80 Del. Laws, c. 40, § 16]
(a) Notwithstanding any other provisions of this chapter, a corporation that is
not a public benefit corporation, may not, without the approval of 2/3 of the
outstanding stock of the corporation entitled to vote thereon:
(1) Amend its certificate of incorporation to include a provision authorized
by § 362(a)(1) of this title; or
(2) Merge or consolidate with or into another entity if, as a result of such
merger or consolidation, the shares in such corporation would become, or be
converted into or exchanged for the right to receive, shares or other equity
interests in a domestic or foreign public benefit corporation or similar entity.
The restrictions of this section shall not apply prior to the time that the
corporation has received payment for any of its capital stock, or in the case of a
nonstock corporation, prior to the time that it has members.
(b) Any stockholder of a corporation that is not a public benefit corporation that
holds shares of stock of such corporation immediately prior to the effective time
of:
(1) An amendment to the corporation's certificate of incorporation to include
a provision authorized by § 362(a)(1) of this title; or
(2) A merger or consolidation that would result in the conversion of the
corporation's stock into or exchange of the corporation's stock for the right to
receive shares or other equity interests in a domestic or foreign public benefit
corporation or similar entity;
and has neither voted in favor of such amendment or such merger or
consolidation nor consented thereto in writing pursuant to § 228 of this title, shall be
entitled to an appraisal by the Court of Chancery of the fair value of the stockholder's
shares of stock; provided, however, that no appraisal rights under this section shall be
available for the shares of any class or series of stock, which stock, or depository
receipts in respect thereof, at the record date fixed to determine the stockholders
entitled to receive notice of the meeting of stockholders to act upon the agreement of
merger or consolidation, or amendment, were either: (i) listed on a national securities
exchange or (ii) held of record by more than 2,000 holders, unless, in the case of a
merger or consolidation, the holders thereof are required by the terms of an agreement
of merger or consolidation to accept for such stock anything except (A) shares of
stock of any other corporation, or depository receipts in respect thereof, which shares
of stock (or depository receipts in respect thereof) or depository receipts at the
effective date of the merger or consolidation will be either listed on a national
securities exchange or held of record by more than 2,000 holders; (B) cash in lieu of
fractional shares or fractional depository receipts described in the foregoing clause
(A); or (C) any combination of the shares of stock, depository receipts and cash in lieu
of fractional shares or fractional depository receipts described in the foregoing clauses
(A) and (B).
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(c) Notwithstanding any other provisions of this chapter, a corporation that is a
public benefit corporation may not, without the approval of 2/3 of the
outstanding stock of the corporation entitled to vote thereon:
(1) Amend its certificate of incorporation to delete or amend a provision
authorized by § 362(a)(1) or § 366(c) of this title; or
(2) Merge or consolidate with or into another entity if, as a result of such
merger or consolidation, the shares in such corporation would become, or be
converted into or exchanged for the right to receive, shares or other equity
interests in a domestic or foreign corporation that is not a public benefit
corporation or similar entity and the certificate of incorporation (or similar
governing instrument) of which does not contain the identical provisions
identifying the public benefit or public benefits pursuant to § 362(a) of this title
or imposing requirements pursuant to § 366(c) of this title.
(d) Notwithstanding the foregoing, a nonprofit nonstock corporation may not be
a constituent corporation to any merger or consolidation governed by this
section.
79 Del. Laws, c. 122, § 8; 80 Del. Laws, c. 40, §§ 12-14.;
§ 364 Stock certificates; notices regarding uncertificated stock.
Any stock certificate issued by a public benefit corporation shall note
conspicuously that the corporation is a public benefit corporation formed pursuant to
this subchapter. Any notice sent by a public benefit corporation pursuant to § 151(f)
of this title shall state conspicuously that the corporation is a public benefit
corporation formed pursuant to this subchapter.
79 Del. Laws, c. 122, § 8.;
§ 365 Duties of directors.
(a) The board of directors shall manage or direct the business and affairs of the
public benefit corporation in a manner that balances the pecuniary interests of the
stockholders, the best interests of those materially affected by the corporation's
conduct, and the specific public benefit or public benefits identified in its
certificate of incorporation.
(b) A director of a public benefit corporation shall not, by virtue of the public
benefit provisions or § 362(a) of this title, have any duty to any person on
account of any interest of such person in the public benefit or public benefits
identified in the certificate of incorporation or on account of any interest
materially affected by the corporation's conduct and, with respect to a decision
implicating the balance requirement in subsection (a) of this section, will be
deemed to satisfy such director's fiduciary duties to stockholders and the
corporation if such director's decision is both informed and disinterested and not
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such that no person of ordinary, sound judgment would approve.
(c) The certificate of incorporation of a public benefit corporation may include a
provision that any disinterested failure to satisfy this section shall not, for the
purposes of § 102(b)(7) or § 145 of this title, constitute an act or omission not in
good faith, or a breach of the duty of loyalty.
79 Del. Laws, c. 122, § 8.;
§ 366 Periodic statements and third-party certification.
(a) A public benefit corporation shall include in every notice of a meeting of
stockholders a statement to the effect that it is a public benefit corporation
formed pursuant to this subchapter.
(b) A public benefit corporation shall no less than biennially provide its
stockholders with a statement as to the corporation's promotion of the public
benefit or public benefits identified in the certificate of incorporation and of the
best interests of those materially affected by the corporation's conduct. The
statement shall include:
(1) The objectives the board of directors has established to promote such
public benefit or public benefits and interests;
(2) The standards the board of directors has adopted to measure the
corporation's progress in promoting such public benefit or public benefits and
interests;
(3) Objective factual information based on those standards regarding the
corporation's success in meeting the objectives for promoting such public benefit
or public benefits and interests; and
(4) An assessment of the corporation's success in meeting the objectives and
promoting such public benefit or public benefits and interests.
(c) The certificate of incorporation or bylaws of a public benefit corporation
may require that the corporation:
(1) Provide the statement described in subsection (b) of this section more
frequently than biennially;
(2) Make the statement described in subsection (b) of this section available
to the public; and/or
(3) Use a third-party standard in connection with and/or attain a periodic
third-party certification addressing the corporation's promotion of the public
benefit or public benefits identified in the certificate of incorporation and/or the
best interests of those materially affected by the corporation's conduct.
79 Del. Laws, c. 122, § 8.;
§ 367 Derivative suits.
Stockholders of a public benefit corporation owning individually or collectively,
as of the date of instituting such derivative suit, at least 2% of the corporation's
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outstanding shares or, in the case of a corporation with shares listed on a national
securities exchange, the lesser of such percentage or shares of at least $2,000,000 in
market value, may maintain a derivative lawsuit to enforce the requirements set forth
in § 365(a) of this title.
79 Del. Laws, c. 122, § 8.;
§ 368 No effect on other corporations.
This subchapter shall not affect a statute or rule of law that is applicable to a
corporation that is not a public benefit corporation, except as provided in § 363 of this
title.
79 Del. Laws, c. 122, § 8.;
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4. The Limited Liability Company Act (State of Illinois)
Section 5. The Limited Liability Company Act is amended by changing Sections 1-5,
1-10, and 15-5 and adding Section 1-26 as follows:
(805 ILCS 180/1-5)
Sec. 1-5. Definitions. As used in this Act, unless the context otherwise requires:
"Anniversary" means that day every year exactly one or more years after: (i) the date
the articles of organization filed under Section 5-5 of this Act were filed by the Office
of the Secretary of State, in the case of a limited liability company; or (ii) the date the
application for admission to transact business filed under Section 45-5 of this Act was
filed by the Office of the Secretary of State, in the case of a foreign limited liability
company.
"Anniversary month" means the month in which the anniversary of the limited
liability company occurs.
"Articles of organization" means the articles of organization filed by the Secretary of
State for the purpose of forming a limited liability company as specified in Article 5.
"Assumed limited liability company name" means any limited liability company name
other than the true limited liability company name, except that the identification by a
limited liability company of its business with a trademark or service mark of which it
is the owner or licensed user shall not constitute the use of an assumed name under
this Act.
"Bankruptcy" means bankruptcy under the Federal Bankruptcy Code of 1978, Title 11,
Chapter 7 of the United States Code.
"Business" includes every trade, occupation, profession, and other lawful purpose,
whether or not carried on for profit.
"Contribution" means any cash, property, or services rendered or a promissory note or
other binding obligation to contribute cash or property or to perform services, that a
person contributes to the limited liability company in that person's capacity as a
member.
"Court" includes every court and judge having jurisdiction
in a case.
"Debtor in bankruptcy" means a person who is the subject of an order for relief under
Title 11 of the United States Code, a comparable order under a successor statute of
general application, or a comparable order under federal, state, or foreign law
governing insolvency.
"Distribution" means a transfer of money, property, or other benefit from a limited
liability company to a member in the member's capacity as a member or to a
transferee of the member's distributional interest.
"Distributional interest" means all of a member's interest in distributions by the
limited liability company.
"Entity" means a person other than an individual.
"Federal employer identification number" means either (i) the federal employer
identification number assigned by the Internal Revenue Service to the limited liability
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company or foreign limited liability company or (ii) in the case of a limited liability
company or foreign limited liability company not required to have a federal employer
identification number, any other number that may be assigned by the Internal
Revenue Service for purposes of identification.
"Foreign limited liability company" means an unincorporated entity organized under
laws other than the laws of this State that afford limited liability to its owners
comparable to the liability under Section 10-10 and is not required to register to
transact business under any law of this State other than this Act.
"Insolvent" means that a limited liability company is unable to pay its debts as they
become due in the usual course of its business.
"Limited liability company" means a limited liability company organized under this
Act.
"L3C" or "low-profit limited liability company" means a for-profit limited liability
company which satisfies the requirements of Section 1-26 of this Act and does not
have as a significant purpose the production of income or the appreciation of property.
"Manager" means a person, whether or not a member of a manager-managed
company, who is vested with authority under Section 13-5.
"Manager-managed company" means a limited liability
company which is so designated in its articles of organization.
"Member" means a person who becomes a member of the limited liability company
upon formation of the company or in the manner and at the time provided in the
operating agreement or, if the operating agreement does not so provide, in the manner
and at the time provided in this Act.
"Member-managed company" means a limited liability company other than a
manager-managed company.
"Membership interest" means a member's rights in the limited liability company,
including the member's right to receive distributions of the limited liability company's
assets.
"Operating agreement" means the agreement under Section15-5 concerning the
relations among the members, managers, and limited liability company. The term
"operating agreement" includes amendments to the agreement.
"Organizer" means one of the signers of the original articles of organization.
"Person" means an individual, partnership, domestic or foreign limited partnership,
limited liability company or foreign limited liability company, trust, estate,
association, corporation, governmental body, or other juridical being.
"Registered office" means that office maintained by the limited liability company in
this State, the address, including street, number, city and county, of which is on file in
the office of the Secretary of State, at which, any process, notice, or demand required
or permitted by law may be served upon the registered agent of the limited liability
company.
"Registered agent" means a person who is an agent for service of process on the
limited liability company who is appointed by the limited liability company and
whose address is the registered office of the limited liability company.
"Restated articles of organization" means the articles of organization restated as
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provided in Section 5-30.
"State" means a state, territory, or possession of the United States, the District of
Columbia, or the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico.
"Transfer" includes an assignment, conveyance, deed, bill of sale, lease, mortgage,
security interest, encumbrance, and gift.
(Source: P.A. 90-424, eff. 1-1-98.)
(805 ILCS 180/1-10)
Sec. 1-10. Limited liability company name.
(a) The name of each limited liability company as set forth in its articles of
organization:
(1) shall contain the terms "limited liability company", "L.L.C.", or "LLC",
or, if organized as a low-profit limited liability company under Section 1-26 of this
Act, shall contain the term "L3C";
(2) may not contain a word or phrase, or an abbreviation or derivation
thereof, the use of which is prohibited or restricted by any other statute of this State
unless the restriction has been complied with;
(3) shall consist of letters of the English alphabet, Arabic or Roman
numerals, or symbols capable of being readily reproduced by the Office of the
Secretary of State;
(4) shall not contain any of the following terms: "Corporation," "Corp.,"
"Incorporated," "Inc.," "Ltd.," "Co.," "Limited Partnership" or "L.P.";
(5) shall be the name under which the limited liability company transacts
business in this State unless the limited liability company also elects to adopt an
assumed name or names as provided in this Act; provided, however, that the limited
liability company may use any divisional designation or trade name without
complying with the requirements of this Act, provided the limited liability company
also clearly discloses its name;
(6) shall not contain any word or phrase that indicates or implies that the
limited liability company is authorized or empowered to be in the business of a
corporate fiduciary unless otherwise permitted by the Commissioner of the Office of
Banks and Real Estate under Section 1-9 of the Corporate Fiduciary Act. The word
"trust", "trustee", or "fiduciary" may be used by a limited liability company only if it
has first complied with Section 1-9 of the Corporate Fiduciary Act; and
(7) shall contain the word "trust", if it is a limited liability company
organized for the purpose of accepting and executing trusts.
(b) Nothing in this Section or Section 1-20 shall abrogate or limit the common
law or statutory law of unfair competition or unfair trade practices, nor derogate from
the common law or principles of equity or the statutes of this State or of the United
States of America with respect to the right to acquire and protect copyrights, trade
names, trademarks, service marks, service names, or any other right to the exclusive
use of names or symbols.
(c) (Blank).
(d) The name shall be distinguishable upon the records in the Office of the
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Secretary of State from all of the following:
(1) Any limited liability company that has articles of organization filed with
the Secretary of State under Section 5-5.
(2) Any foreign limited liability company admitted to transact business in
this State.
(3) Any name for which an exclusive right has been reserved in the Office
of the Secretary of State under Section 1-15.
(4) Any assumed name that is registered with the Secretary of State under
Section 1-20.
(5) Any corporate name or assumed corporate name of a domestic or
foreign corporation subject to the provisions of Section 4.05 of the Business
Corporation Act of 1983 or Section 104.05 of the General Not For Profit Corporation
Act of 1986.
(e) The provisions of subsection (d) of this Section shall not apply if the
organizer files with the Secretary of State a certified copy of a final decree of a court
of competent jurisdiction establishing the prior right of the applicant to the use of that
name in this State.
(f) The Secretary of State shall determine whether a name is "distinguishable"
from another name for the purposes of this Act. Without excluding other names that
may not constitute distinguishable names in this State, a name is not considered
distinguishable, for purposes of this Act, solely because it contains one or more of the
following:
(1) The word "limited", "liability" or "company" or an abbreviation of one
of those words.
(2) Articles, conjunctions, contractions, abbreviations, or different tenses or
number of the same word.
(Source: P.A. 92-33, eff. 7-1-01; 93-59, eff. 7-1-03.)
(805 ILCS 180/1-26 new)
Sec. 1-26. Low-profit limited liability company.
(a) A low-profit limited liability company shall at all times significantly further
the accomplishment of one or more charitable or educational purposes within the
meaning of Section 170(c)(2)(B) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, 26 U.S.C.
170(c)(2)(B), or its successor, and would not have been formed but for the
relationship to the accomplishment of such charitable or educational purposes.
(b) A limited liability company which intends to qualify as a low-profit limited
liability company pursuant to the provisions of this Section shall so indicate in its
articles of organization, and further state that:
(1) no significant purpose of the company is the production of income or the
appreciation of property; however, the fact that a person produces significant income
or capital appreciation shall not, in the absence of other factors, be conclusive
evidence of a significant purpose involving the production of income or the
appreciation of property; and
(2) no purpose of the company is to accomplish one or more political or
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legislative purposes within the meaning of Section 170(c)(2)(D) of the Internal
Revenue Code of 1986, 26 U.S.C. 170(c)(2)(D), or its successor.
(c) A company that no longer satisfies the requirements of this Section 1-26
continues to exist as a limited liability company and shall promptly amend its articles
of organization so that its name and purpose no longer identify it as a low-profit
limited liability company or L3C.
(d) Any company operating or holding itself out as a low-profit limited liability
company in Illinois, any company formed as a low-profit limited liability company
under this Act, and any chief operating officer, director, or manager of any such
company is a "trustee" as defined in Section 3 of the Charitable Trust Act.
(e) Nothing in this Section 1-26 prevents a limited liability company that is not
organized under it from electing a charitable or educational purpose in whole or in
part for doing business under this Act.
(805 ILCS 180/15-5)
Sec. 15-5. Operating agreement.
(a) All members of a limited liability company may enter into an operating
agreement to regulate the affairs of the company and the conduct of its business and
to govern relations among the members, managers, and company. To the extent the
operating agreement does not otherwise provide, this Act governs relations among the
members, managers, and company. Except as provided in subsection (b) of this
Section, an operating agreement may modify any provision or provisions of this Act
governing relations among the members, managers, and company.
(b) The operating agreement may not:
(1) unreasonably restrict a right to information or access to records under
Section 10-15;
(2) vary the right to expel a member in an even specified in subdivision (6)
of Section 35-45;
(3) vary the requirement to wind up the limited liability company's business
in a case specified in subdivisions (3) or (4) of Section 35-1;
(4) restrict rights of a person, other than a manager, member, and transferee
of a member's distributional interest, under this Act;
(5) restrict the power of a member to dissociate under Section 35-50,
although an operating agreement may determine whether a dissociation is wrongful
under Section 35-50, and it may eliminate or vary the obligation of the limited
liability company to purchase the dissociated member's distributional interest under
Section 35-60;
(6) eliminate or reduce a member's fiduciary duties, but may;
(A) identify specific types or categories of activities that do not violate
these duties, if not manifestly unreasonable; and
(B) specify the number or percentage of members or disinterested
managers that may authorize or ratify, after full disclosure of all materials facts, a
specific act or transaction that otherwise would violate these duties; or
(6.5) eliminate or reduce the obligations or purposes a low-profit limited
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liability company undertakes when organized under Section 1-26; or
(7) eliminate or reduce the obligation of good faith and fair dealing under
subsection (d) of Section 15-3, but the operating agreement may determine the
standards by which the performance of the obligation is to be measured, if the
standards are not manifestly unreasonable.
(c) In a limited liability company with only one member, the operating
agreement includes any of the following:
(1) Any writing, without regard to whether the writing otherwise constitutes
an agreement, as to the company's affairs signed by the sole member.
(2) Any written agreement between the member and the company as to the
company's affairs.
(3) Any agreement, which need not be in writing, between the member and
the company as to a company's affairs, provided that the company is managed by a
manager who is a person other than the member.
(Source: P.A. 92-33, eff. 7-1-01.)
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